
A Theory of Goal-Oriented Communiation�Oded Goldreih Brendan Juba Madhu SudanSeptember 17, 2009AbstratWe put forward a general theory of goal-oriented ommuniation, where ommuniation isnot an end in itself, but rather a means to ahieving some goals of the ommuniating parties.The goals an vary from setting to setting, and we provide a general framework for desribingany suh goal. In this ontext, \reliable ommuniation" means overoming the (potential)initial misunderstanding between parties towards ahieving a given goal.We identify a main onept, whih we all sensing, that aptures the party's ability to hekwhether progress is made towards ahieving the goal. We then show that if sensing is available,then the gap between a priori mutual understanding and lak of it an be bridged. For example,if providing the parties with an adequate interpreter allows them eah to ahieve their (possiblydi�erent) goals, then they an ahieve their goals also without suh an interpreter (although theymay misunderstand eah other and err at the beginning). Or, if eah server (in a predeterminedlass of servers) an help some user (who understands the server) ahieve its goal, then thereexists a user strategy that ahieves the goal no matter with whih server it ommuniates.
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1 IntrodutionThe traditional pereption of the \problem of ommuniation" in EE and CS is dominated byShannon's highly inuential work [15℄, whih fouses on ommuniating data over a noisy hanneland sets aside the meaning of this data. Shannon's work assumes that the ommuniating partiesare a priori in agreement on the ommuniations protool they are about to employ. Thus, thequestion of what the meaning of the intended ommuniation is, is deemed irrelevant and so entirelydismissed.1However, the meaning of information does start to beome relevant (even to the engineeringproblem of designing ommuniation systems), whenever there is diversity in the ommuniatingparties, or when the parties are themselves evolving over time. Take, for example, the mundane\printing problem:" Here a omputer attempts to ommuniate with a printer, to print some image,but does not know the format used by the printer (aka the \printer driver"). As a seond exampleonsider the \omputational (delegation) problem:" Here a weak omputer (a laptop) would like tooutsoure some omputational task to a powerful superomputer, but does not know the languagein whih omputational tasks may be desribed to the superomputer. In both examples, thebottleneks today (empirially) seem to be not in the reliability of the ommuniation hannel, butrather misunderstanding at the endopints.This leads us to onsider a problem \omplementary" to Shannon's. We onsider ommunia-tion in the setting where parties do not, a priori, agree on a ommuniations protool (i.e., on alanguage). Indeed, these parties may not a priori understand eah other, and so the question ofmeaning arises; that is, what does eah of the parties want? what does eah expet? what doeseah hope to ahieve? and an they ooperate in a way that bene�ts eah of them?The foregoing questions are rooted in the thesis that ommuniation has a goal2 (or that eahof the ommuniating parties has a goal that it wishes to ahieve). That is, following a dominantapproah in twentieth entury philosophy (see Setion 1.5), we assoiate the meaning of ommuni-ation with the goal ahieved by it.1.1 Our work at a glaneOur main ontribution is in suggesting a mathematial theory of goal-oriented ommuniation.Starting with a formal de�nition of ommuniating parties as mathematial (omputational) ob-jets, we give a general de�nition of goals of ommuniation. In partiular we give a single shemaby whih all goals of ommuniation an be desribed (inluding the \printing" goal and the \om-putational" goal above). In partiular, our shema allows us to apture ommuniating parties,eah of whih may wish to ahieve a goal, but may not understand eah other (i.e., there is no apriori agreement on a protool). Goals in our setting are \perpetual." One suh goal, for example,is to print an in�nite sequene of images on a printer; we would be happy if our omputer managesto print all but a �nite number orretly.We identify a main onept, alled sensing, that aptures the party's ability to hek whetherprogress is made towards ahieving the goal (i.e., whether it is \on the right trak"). We thenshow that if sensing is available, then the gap between a priori mutual understanding and lak ofit an be bridged. For example, if providing the parties with an adequate interpreter allows them1Spei�ally, Shannon [15℄ asserts \Frequently the messages have meaning; that is they refer to or are orrelatedaording to some system with ertain physial or oneptual entities. These semanti aspets of ommuniation areirrelevant to the engineering problem."2In the printing example above, the goal of the omputer is to ensure the image is printed properly; while in theomputational example, the goal of the weak omputer is to ensure that the omputational task is exeuted orretly.1



eah to ahieve their (possibly di�erent) goals, then they an ahieve their goals also without suhan interpreter, although they may misunderstand eah other and err �nitely many times at thebeginning.We stress the generality of the foregoing statements (whih go far beyond the \omputationalgoals" onsidered by Juba and Sudan [9℄).3 Indeed, our de�nition of goal also inludes goals thatan be ahieved without any ommuniation, but our atual fous is on goals that do requireommuniation. We �nd it instrutive to onsider an asymmetri situation in whih the twoommuniating parties are a user and a server. (In the printing example, the user is the omputerthat wishes to print, and the server is the printer.) The user has some goal but needs the server'shelp in order to ahieve it. The server is willing to help and it would indeed be helpful for the\right" user, but the atual user does not know the strategy used by the \right" user. (Again in theprinting example, the printer does print images orretly for the omputers with the right driver,but \our" omputer does not know this driver.) Put in other words, the server is one of severalpossible helpful servers (i.e., eah suh server is helpful to some user), but the user does not knowwhih server it is ommuniating with. Our main result says that with the help of sensing, the usermay ahieve its goal nevertheless.1.2 Fous on the user{server settingOn top of the intelletual interest in de�nitions and results regarding general onepts suh as the\meaning of ommuniation" and goal-oriented ollaborations, we wish to highlight the potentialrelevane of the theory of goal-oriented ommuniation to omputer pratie. In a variety ofsettings, users are trying to obtain various servies from designated servers (e.g., printers, web-servers, et), while not neessarily having full understanding of the funtionality of the servers.The users may be humans or omputers, and the same applies to the servers. Either way, in manyases, the user does not know the server well, and onsequently eah party may send messages thatthe other party does not understand or, possibly worse, misunderstands.Note that in these situations the user has some goal, whereas the server is just put there tohelp users. Still the issue at hand is that the server may not understand all (or most) users, andthe individual users don't neessarily know how to ommuniate with the server. A theory thattells us under what onditions this initial lak of understanding an be overome, how, and at whatexpense, is thus of interest.For example, one of our results asserts that if the user an sense whether the server is makingprogress towards the desired goal, then it is possible to ahieve the goal when ommuniating withan arbitrary (unknown to the user!) server as long as this server is helpful at all (i.e., may assistsome other user). Thus, the fat that a server is helpful to somebody implies that it an also helpus (although we may not know a priori whih server we are trying to use). This is ahieved by usinga \universal strategy" (i.e., one that works whenever some other strategy works). For example, if aprinter an be used by some mahine, whih uses a spei� format, then we an use it too (althoughwe may not know a priori whih format the printer expets).Essentially, our solution, whih is based on sensing, is \try and hek" (i.e., try all possibleformats and rely on the ability to hek whether the printer responses at all and what it prints).Thus, we on�rm a very natural and often used human paradigm.3Indeed, the work of Juba and Sudan [9℄ was motivated by suh general questions and provided the �rst step inthat diretion (as well as many of the ideas we use in the urrent work). However, the restrition to omputationalgoals and the use of PSPACE-omplete server strategies led to some skeptiism among other researhers, on thepossibility of providing a theory of general goals along their lines. We hope and believe that this skeptiism will beresolved by the urrent work. 2



Of ourse, we do not reommend implementing the solutions we provide. These are to bethought of as feasibility results and as �rst steps in a study of onditions under whih initial lak ofunderstanding an be overome, and where the \expense" of overoming the lak of understandingan even be quanti�ed.1.3 Con�rming various praties and other perspetivesOur results on�rm a number of ommon beliefs and praties. One example, whih was alreadymentioned above, is the pratie of ating before reahing full and/or ertain understanding of thesituation. Indeed, if we are to wait without ations until ahieving ertainty, then we will neverahieve any progress. This ommon wisdom is reeted in the design of the universal strategythat just ats based on its urrent hypothesis and hanges the hypothesis one it sees evideneagainst it. Suh false hypotheses ause only a bounded amount of damage, whereas waiting forertainty would have resulted in waiting forever and making no progress at all. Indeed, humansat as universal users, and omputers may be designed to do the same.The aforementioned universal users rely on sensing (i.e., the ability to sense progress towardsour goals). Indeed, this work on�rms the bene�t in being able to obtain feedbak on the e�etof our ations. In partiular, intelligible feedbak from the environment about the progress we aremaking towards ahieving our goal gives rise to a trivial sensing proess, whih in turn yields auniversal user strategy.This work also o�ers a perspetive on the notion of language translation, whih may be viewedas a syntati way of overoming misunderstandings. Spei�ally, we view languages as arbitrarysets of strings and translators (or interpreters) as eÆiently omputable and invertible funtionsmapping one language to another. Now, onsider suh a funtion f , a user strategy U and a serverS, and let Uf be the strategy that applies f to eah outgoing message determined by U and appliesf�1 to eah inoming message (before feeding it to U). Then, if Uf ahieves the goal G whenommuniating with the server S, then we may say that f is a good translator (or interpreter) forU with respet to interating with S towards ahieving the goal G.1.4 Relation to prior work of Juba and Sudan [9, 10℄This work greatly extends the sope of the researh diretion initiated by Juba and Sudan [9,10℄. Spei�ally, the study in [9℄ is restrited to (\one shot") omputational goals, whereas weonsider arbitrary goals and extend the results of [9℄ to this general ase. Furthermore, their mainresults refers to servers that employ PSPACE-omplete strategies, whereas our results apply alsoto polynomial-time implementable servers.We prolaim [10℄ to be an early version of the urrent work.4 We mention that the urrentexposition introdues a natural formalization that is both more expressive and more transparentthan the one used in [10℄, and in a future version of this work, we will show how the presentformalization an be adapted to more leanly apture all the problems onsidered in [10℄.The exposition in [10℄ is restrited to one-shot goals (a.k.a \�nite" goals) and thus assoiatestermination with ahieving the goal. In ontrast, we onsider in�nite goals (inluding multi-sessiongoals) and deouple ahieving the goal from the simultaneous awareness of the user of progresson its goal. This allows the user to take risks { that is, make assumptions regarding the world(inluding the server) that may prove wrong (and be orreted in the future) { and bene�t in the4We stress that the only \publiation" of [10℄ is as an ECCC report.3



meanwhile rather than waiting to a point, whih may never our, in whih it may at withoutrisk.1.5 Relation to work in other �eldsGiven the general sope of our investigation of goal-oriented ommuniation, it is hardly surprisingthat similar questions were studied in other �elds. Before reviewing some of these studies, we notethat the surprising fat is that these types of questions were not studied before (i.e., before [9℄)in omputer siene. We attribute this phenomenon to the immense inuene of Shannon's priorstudy of ommuniation [15℄.As stated above, the semantis (or meaning) of ommuniation was irrelevant to the problemShannon studied. Indeed at the time, ignoring the problem of semantis was perhaps the mostappropriate hoie, given the muh larger problem of (lak of) reliability of the ommuniationhannel. In the subsequent years, the resulting researh has addressed this problem adequatelyenough that the \lesser" problem of semantis of information now seems deserving of study andforms the ore of the problem that we address.Shannon's theory assumes the ompatibility of the ommuniating parties (i.e., full, a priori,mutual understanding) and studied their ability to overome external interferene, whereas ourstudy aims at overoming the possible inompatibility of the ommuniating parties. Thus, we areled to onsider a model of ommuniation that relates to the meaning of ommuniation, where weassoiate meaning with ahieving goals. Similar approahes to modeling ommuniation have beenonsidered in Philosophy (see next).Related approahes in Philosophy. In the 1920s, various philosophers independently on-luded that ommuniation should be regarded as a means to an end, and that the \meaning" ofthe ommuniation should be taken as no more and no less than the ends ahieved via ommu-niation. For example, Dewey stated suh a view in 1925 [5℄, and in a later revision of his workobserved that a similar view had been independently expressed some years earlier in an essay byMalinowski [12℄. Subsequently, suh views were adopted by Wittgenstein, and played a entral rolein some of the most inuential work in philosophy of the twentieth entury [16, 17℄.5In these works, Wittgenstein introdued his views of ommuniation by means of \languagegames," senarios of limited sope in whih the utteranes serve some de�nite purpose. For example,one language game he onsidered featured a primitive language used by a builder and his assistant,where the builder alls out, e.g., \brik!" or \slab!" and the assistant brings the orrespondingobjet. Our model of goal-oriented ommuniation resemble these language games. We note,however, that Wittgenstein's referene to these language games is mainly desriptive and illustrative(primarily by examples).65By and large, work in Linguistis or Semiotis, though inuened by these views, has too narrow a sope to beof relevane to us. Spei�ally, these �elds assume ommuniation that is strutured (as terms in a grammar) anda human oneptual sheme, whereas we make no prior assumptions about the syntax of the ommuniation norabout the oneptual shemes employed by the ommuniating parties. In other words, our fous is on the e�et ofommuniation rather than on the languages or symbols used.6Indeed, Wittgenstein did not provide a generi abstrat formalization of language games { for his purposes, itwas enough to only onsider simple examples. The losest he omes to giving de�nitions of language games is onp. 81 of [16℄ and in Remarks 2{7 of [17℄ (f. also Remarks 23 and 130): He de�nes a language game as a ompletesystem of (human) ommuniation, i.e., one that ould be taken as a primitive language. Remark 23 lists examples ofativities where language is used, and asserts that there is a language game orresponding to eah of these ativities(and this makes it lear that eah goal of ommuniation we onsider orresponds to a language game); Remark 130lari�es that his purpose in onsidering language games is to obtain idealized models of language usage, somewhat4



Our ontribution is thus in providing a lear and rigorous de�nition of goal-oriented ommu-niation. Furthermore, this de�nition is suitable as a basis for study of various qualitative andquantitative questions that arise naturally. Indeed, using this formalism, one may ask when andto what extent meaningful (i.e., goal-oriented) ommuniation is possible. Moreover, our formal-ism inorporates the omputational aspets of ommuniation, whih both permits us to formulateomputational goals for ommuniation and moreover permits us to onsider the omputationalfeasibility of various shemes for ommuniation.Related work in AI. It is not surprising that a model of goal-oriented, omputationally limitedagents has also been onsidered in AI. In partiular, the Asymptoti Bounded Optimal Agents,introdued by Russell and Subramanian [13℄, bear some similarity to the universal ommuniatorswe onsider here. The similarity to our work is merely in the attempt to apture the notion of agoal and in the related de�nitions of \optimal" ahievement of goals, while the ruial di�erene isthat they only onsider a single player: in their work the goal is ahieved by a user (alled an agent)that ats diretly on the environment and obtains no help from a server (with whom it may needto ommuniate, while establishing an adequate level of mutual understanding) and so no issuesanalogous to inompatibilities with the server ever arise. Indeed, the question of the meaning ofommuniation (i.e., understanding and misunderstanding) does not arise in their studies.7Our universal ommuniators are also similar to the universal agents onsidered by Hutter [8℄.Like Russell and Subramanian, Hutter onsiders a single agent that interats with the environment,and so there is no parallel to our interest in the ommuniation with the server. In addition, Hutter'sresults are obtained in a ontrol-theoreti, reinforement learning setting, that is, a model in whihthe environment is assumed to provide the value of the agent's ations expliitly as feedbak.Although we sometimes onsider suh settings, in general we assume that the user needs to deidefor itself whether or not ommuniation is suessful.2 OverviewIn this setion we provide a high-level overview of the main ontents of our work. We try to avoidany tehnial details, and hope that the result will be suÆiently lear without them. We warn,however, that the atual treatment has to deal with various tehnial diÆulties and subtleties,whih we pushed under the arpet in the urrent setion.2.1 The general framework: notions and resultsIn this setion we overview of the general oneptual framework of our work and the type of resultswe obtain. The orresponding detailed tehnial treatment an be found in Setions 3 and 4.The basi setting. In the basi setting, we model goal-oriented ommuniation between twoentities, by studying three entities. We desribe these entities below, but �rst we note that for ourakin to \ignoring frition" in physis problems.7Indeed, the \task-environments" of Russell and Subramanian are related to our notion of goals, though theyuse real-valued utilities instead of our Boolean-valued prediates reeting suess. But the ruial di�erene is thatwhile Russell and Subramanian onsider a goal-interested agent interating with an environment, these interationsare atually ations, and ommuniation per se (let alone its meaning) is not a major onern. By ontrast, in ourmodel there are two entities, a user and a server, and we typially onsider goals where (intelligible) ommuniationbetween these entities is essential for ahieving the goal. Even in the ontext of modeling goals for a solitary agent,there are signi�ant di�erenes in the formalism, but these are minor in omparison to the above.5



purpose an entity is mathematially a (possibly randomized, or non-deterministi) funtion fromthe urrent state and urrent input signals (oming from other entities) to a new state and newoutput signals. The state as well as the signals are de�ned to ome from a disrete, but possiblyountably in�nite set.Our starting entity is ourselves, that is, users. Users wish to a�et the environment in aertain way or obtain something from the environment, making this environment our seond entity.To ahieve the desired e�et on (or information from) the environment, we may need help fromsomebody else, alled a server. Thus, the de�nition of a goal involves three entities: a user, aserver, and the environment (or the world).The ommuniation between the user (resp., server) and the environment reets ations orfeedbak that the user (resp., server) an diretly perform in the environment or obtain from it.The di�erene between the ation and feedbak apaities of the user and server with respet to theenvironment is the reason that the user may want to get help from the server, and towards this endthese two parties must ommuniate (and understand one another). Indeed, the ommuniationbetween the user and the server is the fous of our study. This ommuniation arries (symboli)text that reets ontrol ommands and/or information, and the purpose of this ommuniationis to oordinate some e�et and/or obtain some information on/from the environment. Sine theuser{server ommuniation is symboli in nature, the question of its meaning and intelligibility(w.r.t the goal at hand) arises.Jumping ahead, we mention that the problem we fae (regarding the ommuniation betweenthe user and the server) is that the user and server do not know one another and may not understandeah other's language, where a language may mean either as a natural language or a \omputerlanguage" that spei�es ations aording to a predetermined formal protool (or system). Fromour point of view (as users), the server is one of several possible servers; that is, it is seletedarbitrarily in a lass of possible servers, where eah server in the lass is potentially helpful butmay use a di�erent language. Thus, in order to bene�t from interating with the server, we must(get to) know its language. We shall return to these issues later on.A general notion of a goal. The notion of a goal refers to the way we (the users) wish to e�etthe environment and/or to the information we wish to obtain from it. Without loss of generality,we an inorporate the information that the user obtains in the state of the environment (i.e., theenvironment may reord that ertain information was ommuniated to the user and the user anommuniate to the environment whatever it has inferred, possibly, from ommuniation with theserver). Thus, we formalize the notion of a goal by fousing on the evolution of (the state of) theenvironment, whih may be viewed as an exeution of the user{server{environment system. Thegoal is aptured by two mathematial objets: The �rst is a Boolean prediate whih determines ifan in�nite evolution of the states of the environment satis�es the goal. The seond objet apturesall that is known (or postulated) about the operation of the environment; that is, the way thatthe environment reats to various ations of the user and/or server. (Reall that these ations andreations are modeled as ommuniation between the user/server and the environment.)We stress that the environment may model also other proesses that are exeuted by the partythat invokes the user and/or server strategies. Indeed, suh proesses may a�et our goals, butthey are external to the (user) strategy that we employ in order to ahieve the urrent goal, andtherefore we view them as part of the environment. Thus, the notion of an environment does notneessarily reet an external physial environment (although it may indeed inorporate one), butrather aptures all that is external to the strategies that we employ towards ahieving our goal.(The same holds also with respet to the server.)6



As usual, it is instrutive to onsider a ouple of examples. The �rst example refers to using aprinter; that is, our goal is to print some doument using a printer, whih is viewed as a server. Inthis ase, we model the doument that we wish to print as a message oming from the environment(sine indeed the douments we wish to print ome from some other proess that we are involvedin), and the printed doument is modeled as a message of the server to the environment. Indeed,the \printing goal" is an arhetypial ase of an e�et we wish to have on the environment, wherethis e�et an be performed by the server. In ontrast, there are goals that are entered at obtaininginformation from the environment. Consider, for example, a web-server provided weather foreast,and our goal of deiding whether or not to take an umbrella. Note that in this ase, our deision ismodeled by a message that the user sends the environment, speifying whether or not it deided totake an umbrella. In both examples, we need to ommuniate with the server in order to ahieveour goal, and thus we need to understand its language (at least at a level that suÆes for thatommuniation).At this point we note that our atual modeling is not on�ned to a single performane of suha printing job or a weather-based deision, but rather allows to model an in�nite sequene of suhjobs. This modeling reets the fat that we are atually interested in multiple instanes of thesame type, and that we may be willing to tolerate failure on few of these instanes. Indeed, anatural lass of goals onsists of \multi-session goals" that orrespond to an in�nite sequene ofsimilar sub-goals. Suh goals are an important motivating ase of ompat goals, disussed next.Compatness. The foregoing desription of a goal possesses no restritions on the orrespondingprediate that determines whether or not the goal is satis�ed (i.e., we are suessful) in a spei�exeution. Consequently, in general, the set of suessful exeutions may be arbitrary and thus notmeasurable with respet to the natural probability measure of exeutions. To this end we identifya natural sublass of goals whih are more amenable to analysis, and tend to reet most naturalgoals. We note that natural goals (and in partiular multi-session goals) are \ompat" in the sensethat the suess of in�nite exeutions an be reeted in the \tentative suess" (or \progress") thatis assoiated with all �nite exeution pre�xes. Spei�ally, an exeution of the system (assoiatedwith a ompat goal) is suessful if and only if all but �nitely many pre�xes look �ne (i.e., showprogress towards the goal or at least no severe regression with respet to it). Compatness is thekey not only to measurability of the set of suessful exeutions but also to our (as users) \sensing"whether the exeutions is progressing well. Before disussing this notion of sensing, we note thatnot all goals are ahievable.Ahievable goals and user{server ommuniation. A goal is ahievable if there exists a userstrategy that ahieves it (i.e., yields a suessful exeution with probability 1) when interating witha suitable server. In trivial ases, where the user an ahieve the goal without even ommuniatingwith the server, any server will do. But if the server's help is required, then the question of whetherthe user and sever understand one another arises. Suh an understanding is required if the userrelies on the server for either a�eting the environment or for obtaining some information from theenvironment. For example, in the printing goal, if the user wishes to print some image, then itmust ommuniate the image to the printer in an adequate format. In the weather goal, if the userwishes to obtain a weather foreast, then it must understand the language used by the web-server.As stated already, our fous is on situations in whih the user interats with a server that isseleted arbitrarily among a lass of possible servers. The user is only guaranteed that eah of theseservers is helpful in the sense that when using an adequate strategy (e.g., the right �le format in thease of the printing goal or the right language in the ase of the web-server) the user may ahieve7



the goal (via ommuniation with the server). However, the user does not know the identity of theserver a priori and/or does not know whih strategy (e.g., format or language) to use. In this ase,a good idea for the user is to try some strategy, and see what happens.Sensing. Trying our luk seems like a good idea we (i.e., the users) an sense whether our hoieis a good one, i.e., if we an sense whether our urrent strategy leads to progress towards ahievingour goal. Formally, a sensing funtion is just a Boolean prediate omputable by the user. Looselyspeaking, this sensing funtion is \safe" if whenever the exeution leads to no progress, the sensingfuntion evaluates to 0 and the user obtains a negative indiation. (We also allow sensing funtionsthat have some delay built into them and only detet lak of progress after some time.) Theomplementary notion is \viability", whih means that the user always obtains a positive indiationwhen interating with some server. Indeed, if the sensing proess is both safe and viable, then theuser ahieves the goal when interating with the latter server. Furthermore, when interative witha di�erent server that auses the user to fail (in ahieving the goal), the user senses this misfortuneafter a �nite amount of time.Helpful servers. As hinted before, our (as users) ability to ahieve our goals depends on ourability to ommuniate with an adequate server. A minimal requirement is that this server ishelpful in the sense that there exists a user strategy that ahieves the said goal when interatingwith this server.Aess to a helpful server does not suÆe { it is only a neessary requirement: we (as users)need to be able to e�etively ommuniate with this server, whih means ommuniating in a waythat the server understands what we say and/or we understand the server's answers. A key pointhere is that the user is only guaranteed aess to some helpful server, whereas the lass of helpfulserver ontains a large variety of servers, whih use di�erent ommuniation languages (or formatsor protools). Not knowing a priori with whih server it ommuniates, the user has to ope withthe ommuniation problem that is at the ore of the urrent work: how to ondut a meaningfulommuniation with alien (to it) entities.Universal user strategies. A strategy is alled universal with respet to a given goal if itan overome the said ommuniation problem with respet to that goal. That is, this strategyahieves the goal when ommuniating with an arbitrary helpful server. In other words, if someuser (strategy) ahieves the goal when ommuniating with the given server, then the universaluser (strategy) also ahieves the goal when ommuniating with this server. Thus, a universaluser strategy is able to ondut a meaningful ommuniation with any helpful server, where theommuniation is alled meaningful (with respet to a given goal) if it allows the user to ahievethe goal.The design of good (i.e., safe and viable) sensing proesses is the key to the design of universaluser strategies. Spei�ally, having aess to a helpful server and employing a \suÆiently good"sensing proess allows the user to be universal. Atually, we need a ombination of the helpfulnessand viability ondition: The ombined ondition requires that, for every helpful server, there existsa user that employs a safe sensing proess and ahieves the goal when interating with this serverand while obtaining positive indiation (of suess) all along. We say that this server satis�esenhaned helpfulness.Theorem 2.1 (main result, loosely stated): Let G be a goal and suppose that S a lass of serversthat are enhanedly helpful with respet to G. Then, there exists a user strategy U that is universal8



with respet to the server lass S and the goal G; that is, the strategy U ahieves the goal wheninterating with any server in S.Note that the theorem holds trivially when S ontains a single server, but our fous is on the asethat S ontains numerous di�erent servers that are all (enhanedly) helpful.Essentially, Theorem 2.1 is proved by showing that having aess to a helpful server and employ-ing a good sensing proess allows the user to try all possible ommuniation strategies and abandoneah suh strategy as soon as it senses that this strategy leads to no progress. The amount of dam-age aused by bad strategies is proportional to the quality of the sensing proess as well as to theindex of the adequate strategy in the enumeration of all possible strategies.The reader may be disappointed by the fat that the universal strategy just tries all possible userstrategies and ritiize the overhead (in terms of damage and/or delay) aused by this approah.The answer to these sentiments is three-fold.1. Theorem 2.1 is merely a �rst step in a new diretion. It establishes a general feasibility result,and opens the door to further study (see the third item).2. The overhead of Theorem 2.1 is atually the best possible within the general framework inwhih it is stated. Spei�ally, one of our seondary results is a proof that for a natural lassof servers no universal user strategy an have a signi�antly smaller overhead than the oneo�ered by Theorem 2.1.3. In light of the previous two items, Theorem 2.1 alls for future study of the possibility ofimprovement in a variety of natural speial ases. Spei�ally, we onjeture that there existsnatural lasses of servers for whih universality holds with overhead that is proportional tothe logarithm of the index of the atual server (rather than to the index itself).We note that we also establish re�ned versions of Theorem 2.1 in whih the overhead (i.e., amountof damage or delay) is tightly related to the quality of the sensing proess.We stress that Theorem 2.1 applies to any lass of (enhanedly) helpful servers and not only tothe lass of all (enhanedly) helpful servers. We onsider this point important. On the one hand,the wider the lass of servers for whih universality holds, the better. But, on the other hand,generality omes with a ost, while well-motivated restritions of the lass of the helpful serversmay o�er better quantitative results (i.e., lower overhead and/or more eÆient proedures).2.2 Rami�ationsOur general framework and basi ideas failitate numerous rami�ations, some of them are exploredin Setions 3 and 4 and more will appear in a future version of this work. These rami�ations inludeseveral variants of the basi universality result, the identi�ation of numerous speial ases and theirinitial study, and proofs of the inherent limitations on the ability to ahieve ertain goals. A fewexamples are disussed below.The e�et of size. The foregoing disussions made no referene to the size of the \instanes"(i.e., system on�gurations) that arise in an exeution. However, a more re�ned study may seekto allow various quantities (e.g., omplexities, delays, number of errors) to depend on the size ofthe instanes at hand. Our basi treatment in Setions 3 and 4 supports suh a possibility, but(for sake of simpliity) this treatment postulates that the size of instanes is �xed throughout theexeution. The general ase of varying sizes will be treated in a future version of this work.9



Resettable servers. One natural speial ase of servers that we onsider is the lass of serversthat an be reset by the user. In the ontext of solving omputational problems, we note thatsuh servers orrespond to memoryless programs (and so sensing funtions with respet to themorrespond to program hekers [4℄), whereas general servers orrespond to potentially heatingprovers in interative proof systems [7℄. Given the widely-believed separation between the powerof these two models, our results on�rm the bene�t in being able to reset the server.One-shot goals. The foregoing disussions refer to reative systems and to goals that are de�nedin terms of in�nite exeutions. In terms of the natural speial ase of multi-session goals, this meansan in�nite number of (bounded-length) sessions and our de�nitions allow to ignore a �nite numberof them. In ontrast, one may be interested in a single (bounded-length) session, whih meansthat ahieving the goal requires full awareness of suess (before termination). We all suh goalsone-shot, and note that they are the framework studied in [9, 10℄. In a future version of this work,we shall provide a treatment of one-shot goals using the muh more transparent modeling of theurrent exposition.3 Goals: Parties, Compatness, Ahievability, and Sensing3.1 The partiesWe onsider three types of parties: a user, whih represents \us" (or \our point of view"), aserver (or a set of servers), whih represents \other entities" (the help of whih \we" seek), anda world, whih represents the environment in whih the user and server(s) operate. The worldmay provide the user and server with feedbak on the e�et of their ations on the environment(where the ations are modeled as messages sent to the world), and it may also model the way theenvironment hanges in response to these ations. The world will also determine whether a goalwas ahieved (whih is also a feedbak that the world may, but need not, ommuniate to the userand server). The interation among these (three types of) parties will be represented by strategies.Strategies. We prefer to present strategies as expliitly updating the party's internal state (aswell as determining its outgoing messages). The set of states in whih the system may be in isdenoted 
 (indeed, we may assume that 
 = f0; 1g�). The state of the system (a.k.a the globalstate) at any point in time is the onatenation of the internal states of the various parties and themessages that are in transit among the parties. Indeed, the internal state of eah party (resp., themessage in transit between a pair of parties) is merely a projetion of the global state. Fixing thenumber of parties to m (e.g., m = 3 is the most ommon ase), for every i 2 [m℄ def= f1; :::;mg, wedenote the internal state of the ith party when the system is in (global) state � 2 
 by �(i), anddenote the set of possible internal states of the ith party by 
(i) (i.e., 
(i) = f�(i) : � 2 
g. Theanonial system that we onsider onsists of a world player, denoted w, a user denoted u, and asingle server, denoted s; see Figure 1. Likewise, the message in transit from the ith party to the jthparty is denoted �(i;j) (and the orresponding set of possible messages is denoted 
(i;j)). We referto a synhronous model of ommuniation in whih, at eah round, eah party sends messages toall other parties.De�nition 3.1 (strategies): A strategy of the ith party in (an m-party system) is a funtion from
(i) � (�j 6=i
(j;i)) to 
(i) � (�j 6=i
(i;j)) whih represents the ations of the party in the urrentommuniation round. That is, the argument to the funtion represents the party's internal state10
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Figure 1: The anonial system: the world, user, and server.and the m � 1 messages it has reeived in the previous round, and the funtion's value representsits updated internal state and the m� 1 messages that it sends in the urrent round.Indeed, suh a strategy modi�es the global state suh that the hange only depends on the orre-sponding loal (internal) state (and the relevant messages in transit), and its e�et is restrited inan analogous manner. Still, to simplify our notation, we will often write strategies as if they areapplied to the (entire) global state and update the (entire) global state.The world. Intuitively, the user's goal is to have some e�et on the environment. Furthermore,also e�ets on the server (or on the user itself) an be modeled as e�ets of the environment (e.g.,by letting these parties ommuniate their internal states to the environment/world). Thus, partof the world's internal state indiates whether the desired goal has been (temporarily) ahieved.Atually, we will onsider a more general notion of ahieving goals, a notion that refers to an in�niteexeution of the system. Intuitively, this may apture reative systems whose goal is to repeatedlyahieve an in�nite sequene of sub-goals. Thus, we augment the world with a referee, whih ruleswhether suh an in�nite exeution (atually, the orresponding sequene of the world's loal states)is suessful.De�nition 3.2 (referees and suessful exeutions): A referee R is a funtion from in�nite exeu-tions to a Boolean value; that is, R : 
! ! f0; 1g (or, atually, R : (
(w))! ! f0; 1g). Indeed, thevalue of R(�1; �2; :::) only depends on �(w)1 ; �(w)2 ; ::: (and it may be written as R(�(w)1 ; �(w)2 ; :::)). Wesay that the in�nite exeution � = (�1; �2; :::) 2 
! is suessful (w.r.t R) if R(�) = 1.The ombination of the world's strategy and a referee gives rise to a notion of a goal. Intuitively,the goal is to a�et the world (environment) in a way that is deemed suessful by the referee.11



Probabilisti and non-deterministi strategies. So far, our formalism has referred to de-terministi strategies. We wish, however, to onsider also probabilisti strategies for all parties.Generalizing De�nition 3.1, suh a strategy is a randomized proess that maps pairs onsisting ofthe party's urrent state and the m � 1 messages that it has reeived in the previous round to adistribution over pairs representing the party's updated internal state and the m� 1 messages thatit sends in the urrent round. On top of probabilisti strategies, we wish to model also arbitraryhanges in the environment that are independent of the interation among the players; that is,external (to the interation) events that hange the environment (i.e., the world's internal state).Suh hanges only depend on the world's urrent state and they they are on�ned to several pre-determined possibilities. Indeed, suh hanges an be modeled by non-deterministi steps of theworld. Assuming that the world never returns to the same state, suh on-line non-deterministihoies (or steps) an an be modeled by an o�-line non-deterministi hoie of a probabilististrategy for the world (hosen from a set of predetermined possibilities).8De�nition 3.3 (the world's strategy, revisited): The world's (non-deterministi) strategy is de�nedas a set of probabilisti strategies, and the atual world's strategy is an element of the former set.Having revised our de�nitions of strategies, we are ready to formally de�ne goals and exeutions.De�nition 3.4 (goals): A goal is a pair onsisting of a (non-deterministi) world strategy and areferee.Indeed, the non-deterministi world strategy desribes the possible behavior of the environmentin whih we operate (inluding the way it interats with the user and server), whereas the refereedetermines what exeutions are deemed suessful.When de�ning exeutions, we �x an atual world's strategy that is onsistent with the world's(non-deterministi) strategy (i.e., an element of the latter set). Fixing probabilisti strategies toall parties gives rise to a sequene of random variables that represents the distribution over thepossible sequenes of (global) states of the system.De�nition 3.5 (exeutions): An exeution of a system onsisting of the m probabilisti strategies,denoted P1; :::; Pm, is an in�nite sequene of random variables X1;X2; ::: suh that for every t � 1and every i 2 [m℄ it holds that (X(i)t+1;X(i;�)t+1 ) Pi(X(i)t ;X(�;i)t );where X(�;i)t = (X(j;i)t )j 6=i and X(i;�)t+1 = (X(i;j)t+1 )j 6=i. Unless it is expliitly stated di�erently, theexeution starts at the system initial state (i.e., X1 equals a �xed initial global state). An exeutionof the system P1; :::; Pm starting in an arbitrary global state �1 is de�ne similarly, exept that X1is set to equal �1.When we wish to onsider an arbitrary value in the support of the sequene X = (X1;X2; :::), weshall use the term an atual exeution. For example, we say that the exeution X sueeds withprobability p if the probability that X belongs to the set of (atual) suessful exeutions equals p.Referring to the foregoing framework, let us onsider a few examples.Example 3.6 (prediting the world oins): A simple, but impossible to ahieve, goal is preditingthe world's oin tosses. This goal may be formulated by onsidering a (single atual)9 world strategy8Indeed, the latter set of possible probabilisti strategies may be isomorphi to the set of reals. Our treatment ofprobabilisti and non-deterministi hoies is intentionally di�erent: it failitate �xing the non-deterministi hoiesand onsidering the distribution of the exeution of the residual probabilisti system (whih onsists of probabilististrategies).9Indeed, in this example, the world's non-deterministi strategy is a singleton, ontaining a single atual strategy.12



that, at eah round, tosses a single oin and sets its loal state aording to the oin's outome, anda referee that heks whether (at eah round) the message sent by the user to the world equals theworld's urrent state. Sine this world's atual strategy does not ommuniate any information tothe user, no user strategy may sueed with positive probability (sine the number of rounds exeedsthe logarithm of the reiproal of any positive number).Note that in this example no server an help the user to ahieve its goal (i.e., sueed with positiveprobability). In ontrast, if the world ommuniate its state to the server, and the referee hekswhether the message sent by the user to the world (at eah round) equals the world's state tworounds before, then an adequate server may help the user sueed with probability 1.
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round   r+3Figure 2: The time-line for getting the server's help in deiding instanes of D.Example 3.7 (solving omputational problems posed by the world): For a �xed deision problemD, onsider a non-deterministi world strategy that in round r generates an arbitrary r-bit string,denoted sr, and ommuniates it to the user, and a referee that heks whether, for every r > 2,the message sent by the user to the world at round r equals �D(sr�2), where �D(s) = 1 if andonly if s 2 D. Indeed, this goal an be ahieved by the user if and only if in round r + 1 it hasomputational resoures that allow for deiding membership in D \ f0; 1gr.Note that also in this example no server an help the user, sine the user obtains the \hallenge" atround r and needs to answer at round r+2 (whih does not allow for ommuniating the hallengeto the server and obtaining the server's answer in time). In ontrast, if the goal is modi�ed suhthat the referee heks the user's message in round r against the world's message of round r � 3,then ommuniating with a server that has omputing power that exeeds the user's power may beof help. Indeed, in this modi�ed goal, ommuniation between the user and the server allows theuser to obtain omputational help from the server (see Figure 2). A goal in whih the server's helpis required, regardless of omputational resoures, follows.Example 3.8 (printing): Think of the server as a printer that the user wishes to use in orderto print text that is handed to it by the environment. That is, onsider a non-deterministi world13



strategy that at eah round r generates an arbitrary bit br 2 f0; 1g and ommuniates br to the user,and a referee that heks whether, for every r > 2, the message sent by the sender to the world atround r equals br�2.Indeed, the only way that a user an ahieve this goal is by transmitting br to the server in timer + 1, and ounting on the server to transmit this bit to the world in round r + 2.The omputational omplexity of strategies. Sine strategies are essentially funtions, it isnatural to de�ne their omplexity as the omplexity of the orresponding funtions. We follow thisonvention with two modi�ations (adaptations):1. We de�ne omplexity with respet to the size of the urrent state (rather than with respetto the length of its desription), where size is an adequate funtion of the state that neednot equal the length of its desription. Nevertheless, typially, the size will be polynomiallyrelated to the length, but this relation need not be �xed a priori.2. We de�ne the omplexity of a (user) strategy with respet to the spei� party (i.e., sever) withwhih it interats. This onvention failitates reeting the phenomenon that some serversallow the user to \save time"; that is, the omplexity of the user is lower when interatingwith suh servers.3.2 Compat goalsExamples 3.6{3.8 belong to a natural lass of goals, whih we all ompat. In ompat goals suessan be determined by looking at suÆiently long (but �nite) pre�xes of the atual exeution.Indeed, this ondition refers merely to the referee's prediate, and it guarantees that the set ofsuessful exeutions is measurable with respet to the natural probability measure (see Appendix).Furthermore, the ompatness ondition also enables the introdution of the notion of user-sensingof suess (see Setion 3.4).By inorporating a reord of all (the relevant information regarding) previous states in theurrent state, it suÆes to take a deision based solely on the urrent state.10 As in the ase ofthe referee funtion R, the temporary deision aptured by R0 is atually a funtion of the world'sloal state (and not of the entire global state).De�nition 3.9 (ompatness): A referee R : 
! ! f0; 1g is alled ompat if there exists afuntion R0 : 
! f0; 1;?g (or, atually, R0 : 
(w) ! f0; 1;?g) suh that for every � = (�1; �2; :::) 2
! it holds that R(�) = 1 if and only if the following two onditions hold1. The number of failures is �nite:There exists T suh that for every t > T it holds that R0(�t) 6= 0 (or, atually, R0(�(w)t ) 6= 0).2. There are no in�nite runs of ?:For every t > 0 there exists t0 > t suh that R0(�t0) 6= ?.The funtion R0 is alled the temporal deision funtion.10That is, onsider a de�nition analogous to Def. 3.9, where R0 : 
� ! f0; 1;?g and the onditions refer toR0(�1; �2; :::; �i) rather than to R0(�i). Then, using (�1; �2; :::; �i) as the ith state, allows to move to the formalismof Def. 3.9. Furthermore, in typial ases it suÆes to inlude in the ith state only a \digest" of the previous i � 1states. 14



Indeed, the speial symbol ? is to be understood as suspending deision regarding the urrentstate. De�nition 3.9 asserts that an exeution an be deemed suessful only if (1) failure oursat most a �nite number of times and (2) deision is not suspended for an in�nite number of steps.(A stronger version of (Condition 2 of) De�nition 3.9 may require that there exists B suh that forevery t > 0 there exists t0 2 [t+ 1; t+B℄ suh that R0(�t0) 6= ?.)11Multi-session goals. Examples 3.6{3.8 atually belong to a natural sublass of ompat goals,whih we all multi-session goals.12 Intuitively, these goals onsists of an in�nite sequene of sub-goals, where eah sub-goal is to be ahieved in a �nite number of rounds, whih are alled theurrent session. Furthermore, the world's state is (non-deterministially) reset at the beginning ofeah session (indeed, as in Example 3.7). We further restrit suh goals in the following de�nition,where these restritions are aimed to apture the intuitive notion of a multi-session goal.De�nition 3.10 (multi-session goals): A goal onsisting of a non-deterministi strategy W and areferee R is alled a multi-session goal if the following onditions hold.1. The world's states: The loal states of the world are partitioned into three non-empty setsonsisting of start-session states, end-session states, and (intermediate) session states. Eahof these states is a pair onsisting of an index (representing the index of the session) and aontents (representing the atual exeution of the session).13 The initial loal state orrespondsto the pair (0; �), and belongs to the set of end-session states.2. The referee suspends verdit till reahing an end-session state: The referee R is ompat.Furthermore, the orresponding temporal deision funtion R0 evaluates to ? if and only ifthe urrent state is not an end-session state.3. Starting a new session: When being in an end-session state, the world moves non-deterministiallyto a start-session state while inreasing the index. Furthermore, this move is independent ofthe atual ontents of the urrent end-session state. That is, for eah atual world strat-egy W 2 W, the value of W is invariant over all possible end-session states that have thesame index (i.e., for every two end-session state (i; �0) and (i; �00), it holds that W (i; �0)(w) =W (i; �00)(w) 2 fi+ 1g � 
, and similarly for W (i; �)(w;�)).Optional: The world an also notify the user that a new session is starting, and even whetheror not the previous session was ompleted suessfully (i.e., with R0 evaluating to 1). Analo-gous noti�ations an also be sent to the server.11It is tempting to suggest even a stronger version of De�nition 3.9 in whih both T and B are absolute onstants,rather than quantities determined by the sequene �; however, suh a stronger de�nition would have violated someof our intuitive desires. For example, we wish to fous on \forgiving" goals that are ahieved even if the user adaptsa good strategy only at an arbitrary late stage of the exeution, and so we annot a�ord to have T be exeutioninvariant. Also, for an adequate notion of \size" (of the urrent state), we wish to allow the user to ahieve thegoal by interating with a server for a number of rounds that depends on this size parameter (and suspend deisionregarding suess to the end of suh interations). In fat, we even \forgive" in�nite runs of ?'s if they result from apermanent inrease in the size parameter.12Atually, to �t Examples 3.7 and 3.8 into the following framework we slightly modify them suh that theworld generates and sends hallenges only at rounds that are a multiple of three. Thus, the ith session onsistsof rounds 3i; 3i+ 1; 3i+ 2.13The states are augmented by an index in order to allow for distinguishing the same ontents when it ours indi�erent sessions. This is important in order to allow di�erent non-deterministi hoies in the di�erent sessions (f.Condition 3). 15



4. Exeution of the urrent session: When being in any other state, the world moves probabilis-tially while maintaining the index of the state (i.e., for every W 2 W and suh state (i; �0),it holds that W (i; �0) = (i; �)). Furthermore, the movement is independent of the index aswell as of the atual world strategy; that is, for every W1;W2 2 W and every i1; i2 2 N and�0; �00 2 
, it holds that Pr[W1(i1; �0) = (i1; �00)℄ equals Pr[W2(i2; �0) = (i2; �00)℄.The exeution of a system that orresponds to Def. 3.10 onsists of a sequene of sessions, whereeah session is a sequene of states sharing the same index. Indeed, all the states in the ithsuh sequene have index i, and orrespond to the ith session. The temporal deision funtion R0determines the suess of eah session based solely on the state reahed at the end of the session(whih inludes also the session's index), and it follows that the entire exeution is suessful ifand only if all but �nitely many sessions are suessful. We stress that, exept for the index, theworld's loal state arries no information about prior sessions. Furthermore, with the exeption ofthe initial move into a start-session state, the world's ations during the session are oblivious ofthe session's index. (In ontrast to the world's ation, the strategies of the user and server maymaintain arbitrary information aross sessions, and their ations in the urrent session may dependon this information.)Repetitive (multi-session) goals. A speial type of multi-session goals onsists of the ase inwhih the world repeats the non-deterministi hoies of the �rst session in all subsequent sessions.We stress that, as in general multi-session goals, the world's probabilisti hoies in eah sessionare independent of the hoies made in other hoies.14De�nition 3.11 (repetitive goals): A multi-session goal onsisting of a non-deterministi strategyW and a referee R is alled a repetitive if its non-deterministi hoie is independent of the index;that is, for every W 2 W and every i 2 N and �0 2 
, it holds that W (i; �0) �W (1; �0).15Indeed, any multi-session goal using a world strategy that makes no non-deterministi hoies(f., e.g., Example 3.6) is a repetitive goal. An example of a repetitive goal that does involvenon-deterministi hoies follows.Example 3.12 (repeated guessing with feedbak): Consider a non-deterministi world strategythat generates an integer i and proeeds in sessions. Eah session onsists of two rounds, where inthe �rst round the user sends a guess to the world, and in the seond round the world noti�es theuser whether or not its guess was orret (i.e., whether or not the message sent by the user in the�rst round equals i). The referee deems a session suessful if the user sent the orret message i.Indeed, by reording all previous failed attempts, the user an eventually sueed in a single session,be informed about it, and repeat this suess in all subsequent sessions.Indeed, the feedbak provided by the world is essential for the user's ability to (eventually) sueedin guessing the world's initial hoie.Generalized multi-session goals. Our formulation of multi-session goals mandates that theurrent session must end before any new session an start (see De�nition 3.10). A more generalformulation, whih allows onurrent sessions, will appear in a future version of this work.14Indeed, a stronger notion, whih we do not onsider here, requires that the world also repeats the probabilistihoies of the �rst session in all subsequent sessions. We note that this stronger notion annot be aptured in theurrent formalism.15We used X � Y to indiate that the random variables X and Y are identially distributed. Note that if �0 is anend-session state, then W (i; �0) and W (1; �0) are atually �xed strings (and they must be equal).16



3.3 Ahieving GoalsWe have already touhed on the notion of ahieving a goal, but now we turn to de�ne it formally,while assuming that the orresponding referee is ompat (as per De�nition 3.9). As detailed in theAppendix, the ompatness assumption implies that the set of suessful exeutions is measurable(with respet to the natural probability measure). The basi de�nition of ahieving a goal is asfollows.De�nition 3.13 (ahieving goals): We say that a pair of user-server strategies, (U; S), ahievesthe goal G = (W; R) if, for every W 2 W, a random exeution of the system (W;U; S) is suessfulwith probability 1, where suess is as in Def. 3.2.Reall that by De�nition 3.5, our onvention is that (unless stated di�erently) the exeution startsat the system's (�xed) initial global state. However, in the sequel we will be interested in whathappens when the exeution starts in an arbitrary state, whih might have been reahed before theatual exeution started. This reet the fat that the environment (or world) is not initializedeah time we (users) wish to ahieve some goal, and the same may hold with respet to the serversthat we use. Thus, a stronger notion of ahievable goals arises.De�nition 3.14 (robustly ahieving goals): We say that a pair of user-server strategies, (U; S),robustly ahieves the goal G = (W; R) if for every W 2 W and every global state �1 a randomexeution of the system (W;U; S) starting in state �1 is suessful with probability 1.Indeed, this notion of robust ahievability is \forgiving" of an initial portion of the exeution thatmay be arried on by inadequate user and/or server strategies.Proposition 3.15 (robustness allows ignoring exeution pre�xes): Let Ut (resp., St) be a user(resp., server) strategy that plays the �rst t rounds using the user strategy U0 (resp., server strategyS0) and plays all subsequent rounds using the user strategy U (resp., server strategy S). Then, if(U; S) robustly ahieves the goal G = (W; R), then so does (Ut; St).The proof only uses the hypothesis that (W;U; S) is suessful when started in a state that may bereahed by an exeution of W with an arbitrary pair of user and server strategies. Indeed, for allpratial purposes, the de�nition of robust ahievability may be on�ned to suh initial states (i.e.,in De�nition 3.14, we may quantify only over states �1 that an be reahed in some exeution ofthe system (W0; U0; S0), where W0 2 W and (U0; S0) is an arbitrary user{server pair).Proof: The proposition follows by onsidering the exeution of the system (W;U; S) starting atthe state, denoted �1, that is reahed after t rounds of the system (W;U0; S0). (Indeed, �1 may bea distribution over suh states.) By ombining the robust ahievability hypothesis (whih refers tothe exeution of (W;U; S) started at �1) and the ompatness hypothesis (whih allows to disardthe t �rst steps of (W;Ut; St)), we onlude that the exeution of (W;Ut; St) (started at any state�01) is suessful with probability 1.Ahievable goals. We may say that a goal G = (W; R) is ahievable (resp., robustly ahievable)if there exists a pair of user-server strategies that ahieve (resp., robustly ahieve) G. Indeed, ashinted before, prediting the world's oins (i.e., Example 3.6) is an unahievable goal, whereas thegoals of Examples 3.7 and 3.8 are (robustly) ahievable. Note, however, that the printing goal (i.e.,Example 3.8) is ahievable by a very simple user{server pair, whereas solving the omputational17



problems posed by the world (i.e., Example 3.7) is ahievable only by a suÆiently powerful user(i.e., one that an deide membership in D). Thus, ahievable goals are merely our starting point;indeed, starting with suh a goal G, we shall ask what should be required of a user{server pair thatahieves G and what should be required of a user that an ahieve this goal when paired with anyserver that is taken from a reasonable lass.3.4 SensingThe ahievability of the goal of \repeated guessing with feedbak" (i.e., Example 3.12) relies onthe feedbak provided to the user (regarding its suess in previous sessions). In general, suhfeedbak is reasonable to assume in the ontext of many multi-session goals, and (as we shall see)suh feedbak an be helpful to the user also in non-repetitive goals.Intuitively, we shall onsider world strategies that allow the user to sense its progress towardsahieving the goal, where this sensing should satisfy adequate safety and viability onditions.Loosely speaking safety means that if the user gets a positive indiation (i.e., senses progress)almost all the time, then the goal is atually ahieved, whereas viability means that when the goalis ahieved the user gets positive indiation almost all the time. Thus, in�nitely many negativeindiations should our if and only if the exeution fails. (As usual, we will represent a positiveindiation by the value 1, and a negative indiation by 0.)The aforementioned indiation is provided by a funtion, denoted U 0, of the user's urrentstate. We stress that this funtion U 0 is tailored for the orresponding user strategy U , and shouldbe viewed as an augmentation of the user strategy U . The funtion U 0 is required to be viableand safe. Note that viability is not meaningful without safety, and vie versa; for example, underany reasonable de�nition, the all-zero funtion is (trivially) safe, whereas the all-one funtion is(trivially) viable. Although we will be interested in safety and viability with respet to lasses ofpossible servers, we �nd it useful to de�ne restrited notions of safety and viability that refer to a�xed server strategy.De�nition 3.16 (user sensing funtion, weak version): Let G = (W; R) be a ompat16 goal and Sbe a server strategy. The prediate U 0 : 
! f0; 1g (or rather U 0 : 
(u) ! f0; 1g) is safe with respetto (U; S) (and G) if, for every W 2 W and every �1 2 
, letting � denote a random exeutionof the system (W;U; S) starting at state �1, with probability 1, it holds that if R(�) = 0 then forin�nitely many t it holds that U 0(�t) = 0. The prediate U 0 is viable with respet to (U; S) if, forevery W 2 W and every �1 2 
, with probability 1, it holds that U 0(�t) = 0 holds for �nitelymany t.Indeed, if U 0 is viable and safe with respet to (U; S) (and G), then (U; S) robustly ahieves thegoal G, beause viability implies that a random exeution yields �nitely many negative indiations,whereas safety implies that in suh a ase the goal is ahieved. In partiular, if U 0 is safe with respetto (U; S), then, with probability 1, if U 0 evaluates to 0 �nitely many times, then the orrespondingtemporal deision funtion R0 evaluates to 0 �nitely many times.The foregoing referene to the temporal deision funtion R0 suggests stronger (i.e., quanti�ed)notions of sensing. Intuitively, we seek a stronger notion of (safe) sensing in whih failure (as perR0) is sensed after a bounded number of steps (rather than eventually). Similarly, a stronger notionof viability should guarantee a positive indiation after a bounded number of steps (rather than16Atually, the urrent de�nition does not refer to the ompatness ondition (and is appliable also w.r.t non-ompat goals). The ompatness ondition was added here for onsisteny with the following de�nitions, whih dorefer to it (or rather to the temporal deision funtion provided by it).18



eventually). That is, in both ases, the \grae period" (of bad sensing) is expliitly bounded ratherthan merely postulated to be �nite. This bound will be stated in terms of an adequate notionof \size" (of the urrent state), denoted s(�), thus allowing the grae period to depend on the\omplexity" (or rather the \size") of the relevant states. For simpliity, we assume here that thesize of the various states remains invariant throughout the exeution; the general ase (in whihthe size varies) will be treated in a future version of this work. Our formulation will be furthersimpli�ed by observing that the quanti�ation over all initial states (whih also takes plae inDe�nition 3.16) allows to fous on grae periods that start at time 1 (rather than onsidering graeperiods that start at time t for any t 2 N). These onsiderations lead to the following de�nition,whih is a straightforward strengthening of De�nition 3.16.De�nition 3.17 (user sensing funtion, very strong version): Let G = (W; R), S, U , and U 0 beas in Def. 3.16, and let s : 
 ! N be the aforementioned size funtion. We say that U 0 is verystrongly safe with respet to (U; S) (and G) if there exists a funtion B : N! N suh that, for everyW 2 W and every �1 2 
, the following two onditions hold.1. If R0(�1) = 0, then, with probability at least 2=3, for some t � B(s(�1)) it holds that U 0(�t) =0, where �t denotes the system's state after t rounds.2. If for every i 2 [B(s(�1))℄ it holds that R0(�i) = ?, then, with probability at least 2=3, forsome t 2 [i+ 1; i +B(s(�1))℄ it holds that U 0(�t) = 0, where �i; �t are as above.Analogously, U 0 is strongly viable with respet to (U; S) if, for every W 2 W and every �1 2 
,with probability at least 2=3, for every t � B(s(�1)) it holds that U 0(�t) = 1. We say that strongviability holds perfetly if the foregoing holds with probability 1 (i.e., for every W 2 W and every�1 2 
, with probability 1, it holds that U 0(�t) = 0 holds for �nitely many t).We note that satisfying the �rst safety ondition of De�nition 3.17 implies that, for every W 2 Wand �1 2 
 and every T > 0, if R0(�T ) = 0 then, with probability at least 2=3, for some t 2 [T; T +B(s(�T ))℄ it holds that U 0(�t) = 0, where �i denotes the system's state after i rounds. Analogousstatements apply to the seond safety ondition and to the viability ondition (of De�nition 3.17).It follows that very strong safety (resp., viability) as in De�nition 3.17 implies weak safety (resp.,viability) satisfying De�nition 3.16 (beause in�nitely many sensing failures imply in�nitely manydisjoint B-long intervals ontaining sensing failure).17 All of this will apply also to the followingde�nition (whih is a relaxation of De�nition 3.17).In order to motivate the following de�nition, note that De�nition 3.17 requires that failure bedeteted even if the exeution has reovered from it. For example, the �rst safety ondition requiresthat U 0 senses that R0(�1) = 0 (i.e., U 0(�t) = 0 for some t � B(s(�1))) even if R0(�i) = 1 for everyi > 1. Insisting on detetion of an old (initial) failure that is no longer relevant seems unneessary,and it may make the design sensing funtions (unneessarily) harder. The following (relaxed w.r.tDef. 3.17) de�nition requires detetion of an initial failure only in the ase that the entire exeutionhas failed. In other words, if the sensing funtion \believes" that the possible initial failure is nolonger relevant, then it is not required to signal an alarm.17The foregoing skethy justi�ation seems to suÆe for the ase of strong viability that holds perfetly, but evenin suh a ase a more rigorous argument is preferable. Indeed, suppose that weak viability as per De�nition 3.16 isviolated. This implies that, with positive probability, for a random exeution � there exist in�nitely many t 2 N suhthat U 0(�t) = 0. But this ontradits strong viability (even in the general, non-perfet, sense) as per De�nition 3.17,beause for every T 2 N with probability at least 2=3 it holds that U 0(�t) = 0 for every t � T +B(�T ). Dealing withthe safety onditions is somewhat more ompliated. One has to show that the very strong safety ondition impliesthat the probability that a random exeution � is unsuessful (i.e., R(�) = 0) and yet ft 2 N : U 0(�t) = 0g is �niteis zero. 19



De�nition 3.18 (user sensing funtion, strong version): Let G = (W; R), S, U , and U 0 be as inDef. 3.16. We say that U 0 is strongly safe with respet to (U; S) (and G) if there exists a funtionB : N! N suh that, for every W 2 W and every �1 2 
, the following onditions hold.1. If R0(�1) = 0, then, with probability at least 2=3, either R(�) = 1 or for some t � B(s(�1))it holds that U 0(�t) = 0, where � = (�1; �2; :::; ) denotes a random exeution of the system(W;U; S).2. If for every i 2 [B(s(�1))℄ it holds that R0(�i) = ?, then, with probability at least 2=3, eitherR(�) = 1 or for some t 2 [i+ 1; i+B(s(�1))℄ it holds that U 0(�t) = 0.The strong viability ondition is exatly as in Def. 3.17.We mention that the strong sensing version (i.e., as per De�nition 3.18) implies the weak one (i.e., asper De�nition 3.16).18 We will refer mainly to the weak and strong versions (i.e., De�nitions 3.16and 3.18, respetively); the very strong version (i.e., De�nition 3.17) was presented mainly forlari�ation.Safety with respet to lasses of servers. Sensing is ruial when the user is not sure aboutthe server with whom it interats. Reall that Setion 3.3 ended with a delared fous on ahievablegoals; but this only means that the adequate user U an be sure that it ahieves the goal when itinterats with an adequate server. But this user may not be aware that the server is atually notthe designated one, and in suh a ase and if interation with this server is not leading to suess,then the user may wish to be noti�ed of this failure. For this reason, we will be interested insensing funtions U 0 that are viable with respet to some (U; S0) and satisfy the safety onditionwith respet to (U; S) for every S in a set of servers S.De�nition 3.19 (safety w.r.t lasses of servers). For eah version of safety, we say that U 0 is safewith respet to U and the server lass S (and the goal G) if for every S 2 S it holds that U 0 is safewith respet to (U; S) (and G).4 On Helpful Servers and Universal UsersOur fous is on the ases in whih the user and server need to ollaborate in order to ahieve thegoal. Indeed, in order to ollaborate, the user and server may need to ommuniate. Furthermore,they need to understand one another. The latter requirement is non-trivial when the server may beseleted arbitrarily within some lass of helpful servers, where a server is helpful if it an be oupledwith some user so that this pair ahieves the goal. That is, at best, we an expet to ahieve thegoal when ommuniating with a server S for whih there exists a user strategy U suh that (U; S)ahieves the goal. But even in this ase, the mere existene of a suitable user strategy U does notsuÆe, beause we may not know this strategy. Still, we start with the assumption that suh auser strategy U exists, whih leads to the de�nition of a helpful server.Helpful servers. Fixing an arbitrary (ompat) goal G = (W; R), we say that a server S ishelpful if there exists a user strategy U suh that (U; S) ahieves the goal. We strengthen thishelpfulness requirement in two ways. Firstly, we will require that (U; S) robustly ahieves thegoal, rather than merely ahieves it. This strengthening reets our interest in exeutions that18This requires a proof; f. Footnote 17. 20



start at an arbitrary state, whih might have been reahed before the atual exeution started (f.De�nition 3.14). Seondly, at times, we may require that the user strategy U (for whih (U; S)robustly ahieves the goal) belongs to some predetermined lass of strategies U (e.g., a lass ofeÆient strategies).De�nition 4.1 (helpfulness): A server strategy S is U-helpful (w.r.t the goal G) if there exists auser strategy U 2 U suh that (U; S) robustly ahieves the goal G.When U is not spei�ed, we usually mean that helpfulness holds with respet to the lass of allreursive user strategies.4.1 Universality and guarded helpfulnessWhen allowed to interat with a known (to us) helpful server, we may ahieve the goal (if we use thestrategy U that is guaranteed by De�nition 4.1). But what happens when we are allowed to interatwith a server that is seleted arbitrarily among several helpful servers? Spei�ally, suppose thatboth S1 and S2 are U-helpful, does this mean that there exists a user strategy U (let alone in U)suh that both (U; S1) and (U; S2) ahieve the goal? As shown next, the answer may be negative.Example 4.2 (using one out of two di�erent printers): In ontinuation to Example 3.8, for everyi 2 f0; 1g, onsider a printer Si suh that, in eah round, upon reeiving the message b from theuser, the printer Si sends the message b � i to the world. That is, if at round r + 1 the server Sireeives b, then at round r+ 2 it sends the message b� i to the world. Note that eah of these twoserver strategies is fU0; U1g-helpful, where Ui is a user strategy that at round r+1 sends br�i to theserver, where br 2 f0; 1g denotes the message sent by the world to the user in round r. However,there exists no user strategy U suh that both (U; S0) and (U; S1) ahieve the goal.Indeed, one may think of U1 and S1 as using, for ommuniation among them, a di�erent languagethan the one used by the world (i.e., they interprets 0 as 1, and 1 as 0). This is not so odd if we bearin mind that the ommuniation between the various pairs of parties represents ommuniation overvastly di�erent media; for example, the user obtains email (from the world), whih the user sendsto the printer in some adequate format, while the printer produes an image (in the world). Thus,Example 4.2 an be made more realisti by saying that there exists two text formating funtions,denoted f0 and f1 (e.g., PostSript and PDF) suh that the following holds: if, at round r, userUi reeives the email text Tr (from the world), then it sends fi(Tr) to the server in round r + 1,whereas when server Sj reeives the message M from the user it prints an image of f�1j (M) (i.e.,it sends the message f�1j (M) to the world).Example 4.3 (two printers, modi�ed): In ontinuation to Example 4.2, we onsider a modi�edgoal in whih the world sends in eah round a pair of bits (b; s) suh that b is as above (i.e., as inExamples 3.8 and 4.2) and s indiates whether the referee is satis�ed with the last message reeivedby the server. In this ase, there exists a simple user strategy U suh that both (U; S0) and (U; S1)ahieve the goal. Spei�ally, U �rst behaves as U0, and if it gets an indiation (in round 3) thatprinting failed, then it swithes to use U1.Indeed, in this ase the world's messages suggest a user sensing funtion that is both safe and viable(w.r.t the server lass fS0; S1g). This sensing funtion allows the user to reover from failure (bylearning with whih server it interats and ating aordingly).21



Universal users. The user strategy U of Example 4.3 ahieves the orresponding goal whenoupled with any server strategy in the lass S def= fS0; S1g. Thus, we may say that U is S-universal(in the sense de�ned next).De�nition 4.4 (universality): A user strategy U is S-universal (w.r.t the goal G) if for everyserver strategy S 2 S it holds that (U; S) robustly ahieves the goal G.Needless to say, if U is S-universal, then every S 2 S must be U-helpful for any U that ontains U .Thus, we annot have S-universal users whenever the server lass S ontains unhelpful strategies.In fat, a stronger statement holds.Proposition 4.5 (universal strategies have trivial user-sensing funtions): If U is S-universal,then there exists a sensing funtion U 0 suh that U 0 is strongly viable and (weakly) safe with respetto (U; S) for any S 2 S.Indeed, as its title indiates, the user-sensing funtion provided by the proof of Proposition 4.5 israther trivial (and is based on the hypothesis that for every S 2 S it holds that (U; S) ahieves thegoal).19 Still Proposition 4.5 is meaningful as a neessary ondition for the design of S-universalusers; that is, we must be able to design a user-sensing funtion that is both safe and viable for thelass of servers S.Proof: Let U 0 be identially 1, and onsider any S 2 S. Then, viability of U 0 (under any version)holds trivially. The weak version of safety (i.e., Def. 3.16) holds vauously for U 0 (w.r.t (U; S)),beause for every W 2 W a random exeution of (W;U; S) starting at any state �1 is suessfulwith probability 1.Proposition 4.5 provides a neessary ondition for the design of universal users, but what weatually seek are suÆient onditions. The following theorem states a seemingly general suÆientondition for the existene of a S-universal user: The main ondition (i.e., the main part of Con-dition 1) is losely related to saying that every S 2 S is U-helpful in a strong sense; spei�ally, San be used by a user strategy that is augmented with a sensing funtion that is viable with respetto S and safe with respet to the server lass S.Theorem 4.6 (on the existene of universal strategies): Let G = (W; R) be a ompat goal, U bea set of user strategies and S a set of server strategies suh that the following two onditions hold.1. For every S 2 S there exists a user strategy U 2 U and a user sensing funtion U 0 suh thatU 0 is strongly viable with respet to (U; S) and is weakly safe with respet to U and the serverlass S (and G).20 Furthermore, the mapping U 7! (U 0; B) is omputable, where B is thebounding funtion guaranteed by the strong viability ondition.2. The set U is enumerable.Then, there exists an S-universal user strategy (w.r.t G). Furthermore, if the (strong) viabilityondition holds perfetly, then, for every S 2 S, the omplexity of the universal user strategy wheninterating with S is upper-bounded by the omplexity of some �xed strategy in U (when interatingwith S).19Interestingly, strong safety does not seem to follow beause the disrepany between the bounded nature of thestrong safety ondition and the unbounded nature of the de�nition of ahieving a goal. This disrepany is eliminatedin Setion 4.4.20See De�nition 3.19. 22



Indeed, Condition 1 (whih implies weak sensing as per De�nition 3.16)21 implies that every S 2 Sis U-helpful; in fat, it implies that every S 2 S is U-helpful in a strong sense (to be de�ned inDe�nition 4.7). Also note that only weak safety is required in Condition 1. We mention that thereis an intuitive bene�t in having strong safety, but this bene�t is not reeted by the statement ofthe theorem. We shall return to this issue in Setion 4.4.Proof: We onstrut a user strategy, denoted U , that operates as follows. The strategy Uenumerates all Ui 2 U , and emulates eah strategy Ui as long as it (via U 0i) obtains no proof that Ui(oupled with the unknown server S 2 S) fails to ahieve the goal. One suh a proof is obtained, Umoves on to the next potential user strategy (i.e., Ui+1). If this \proof system" is sound, then U willnever be stuk with a strategy Ui that (oupled with the unknown server S 2 S) does not ahievethe goal. On the other hand, the ompleteness of this \proof system" and the hypothesis that everyS 2 S is U-helpful imply that there exist a Ui that (one reahed) will never be abandoned.Needless to say, the foregoing argument depends on our ability to onstrut an adequate \proofsystem" (for evaluating the performane of various Ui 2 U). Let Bi be the bounding funtionguaranteed by the strong viability ondition of U 0i ; that is, viability guarantees that (with anadequate S) the sensing funtion U 0i will indiate suess after at most Bi(s(�)) rounds. Thus, agood strategy is to wait for the system to reover (from potential past failures) for Bi(s(�)) rounds,and abandon the urrent Ui whenever U 0i indiates failure after this grae period. A more auratedesription follows.Let us �rst analyze the ase where the (strong) viability ondition hold perfetly; that is, withprobability 1 (rather than with probability 2=3, as in the main part of De�nition 3.17). Supposethat U starts emulating Ui at round ti, and denote the system's state at this round by �ti . Then,for the �rst bi  Bi(s(�ti)) rounds strategy U just emulates Ui, and in any later round t > ti + bistrategy U swithes to Ui+1 if and only if U 0i(�t) = 0.Claim 4.6.1 Suppose that U 0i is strongly and perfetly viable with respet to (Ui; S), and onsidera random exeution of (W;U; S). Then, if this exeution ever emulates Ui, then it never swithesto Ui+1.Proof: Let �, ti, and bi be as above. Then, by the strong viability ondition, for every t > ti + bi,it holds that U 0i(�t) = 1. 2Claim 4.6.2 Suppose that (U; S) does not robustly ahieves the goal and onsider a random ex-eution of (W;U; S). Then, realling that eah U 0i is (weakly) safe (w.r.t (Ui; S), this exeutionemulates eah Ui for a �nite number of rounds.Combining the foregoing two laims with the hypothesis that for every S 2 S there exists a userstrategy Ui 2 U and a user-sensing funtion U 0i suh that U 0i is strongly viable with respet to(Ui; S), it follows that (U; S) robustly ahieves the goal.Proof: Let �1 be a global state suh that a random exeution of the system starting at �1 fails withpositive probability, and let � be suh an exeution (i.e., R(�) = 0). Let ti and bi be as above.Then, by the (weak) safety of U 0i w.r.t (any) S 2 S (f., De�nition 3.16), for some t00 > ti + bi(atually for in�nitely many suh t's), it holds that U 0i(�t00) = 0, whih auses U to swith toemulating Ui+1. 2The above analysis assumes perfet (strong) viability, whih may not hold in general. In orderto ope with imperfet viability (i.e., a strong viability ondition that holds with probability 2=3) we21See Footnote 18. 23



need to modify our strategy U . Spei�ally, we will use a \repeated enumeration" of all mahinessuh that eah mahines appears in�nitely many times in the enumeration. Furthermore, for everyi and t there exists an n suh that Ui appears t times in the �rst n steps of the enumeration (e.g.,use the enumeration 1; 1; 2; 1; 2; 3; 1; 2; 3; 4; :::). Using a modi�ed version of Claim 4.6.1 that assertsthat if the exeution starts emulating Ui then it swithes to Ui+1 with probability at most 1=3(equiv., stays with Ui forever), we derive the main laim of the theorem (beause after �nitelymany R0-failures, strategy U returns to emulating Ui).Regarding the furthermore laim, we note that the omplexity of U (when interating withS) is upper bounded by the maximum omplexity of the strategies U1; :::; Ui, where i is an indexsuh that (Ui; S) robustly ahieves the goal. Note that the omplexity of the enumeration an beabsorbed in the omplexity of the emulation itself (by using triks suh as \lazy enumeration").Guarded helpfulness. The hypothesis of Theorem 4.6 (spei�ally, Condition 1) refer to serversthat are not only helpful but rather satisfy a stronger ondition, whih we all guarded helpfulness.Reall that a server S is alled helpful if it allows for ahieving the goal (by employing an adequatestrategy U). Loosely speaking, guarded helpfulness means that the strategy U that an use S toahieve the goal is oupled with a sensing funtion U 0 that \protets" U in ase the server strategyis not helpful to it (i.e., when interating with eS suh that (U; eS) does not ahieve the goal. Thatis, �xing a lass of servers S, we say that a server S (possibly in S) is helpful in an enhaned (i.e.,guarded) sense if S allows ahieving the goal by employing a user strategy U that is oupled witha sensing funtion U 0 that is both (1) viable with respet to (U; S), and (2) safe with respet to theserver lass S. Thus, S not only allows for ahieving the goal but also allows to sense the suessvia a funtion that is safe with respet to the server lass S. That is, S is helpful to a user strategyU that has a sensing funtion U 0 that is viable (w.r.t (U; S)) and safe (w.r.t all strategies in S).We may say that U 0 is \guarded w.r.t S" (and so the helpfulness of S is \S-guarded").De�nition 4.7 (enhaned (or guarded) helpfulness): Let G = (W; R) be a ompat goal, U be aset of user strategies and S a set of server strategies. A server strategy S is S-guarded U-helpful(w.r.t the goal G) if there exists a user strategy U 2 U and a user sensing funtion U 0 suh that1. U 0 is strongly viable with respet to (U; S), and2. U 0 is weakly safe with respet to U and the server lass S (and G).Reall that the hypothesis that U 0 is viable and safe (even only in a weak sense) with respet to(U; S) (and G) implies that (U; S) robustly ahieves the goal G, whih in turn implies that S isU-helpful. We stress that guarded helpfulness is somewhat weaker than Condition 1 in Theorem 4.6(i.e., the mapping of U 7! (U 0; B) is not neessarily omputable).Note that there may be a di�erene between S1-guarded U-helpfulness and S2-guarded U-helpfulness, for S1 6= S2, beause a user-sensing funtion U 0 may be (viable and) safe with respetto (U;S1) but not with respet to (U;S2). This fat reets the relation of guarded helpfulness touniversality, disussed next.4.2 From helpfulness to guarded helpfulnessProposition 4.5 and Theorem 4.6 relate universality with guarded helpfulness. Spei�ally, Propo-sition 4.5 asserts that, if U is S-universal, then every S 2 S is S-guarded fUg-helpful. On the24



other hand, Theorem 4.6 (essentially) asserts that, if every S 2 S is helpful22 in an S-guardedmanner, then there exists an S-universal user strategy. Indeed, both S-universality and S-guardedhelpfulness beome harder to ahieve when S beomes more rih (equiv., are easier to ahieve whenS is restrited, of ourse, as long as it ontains only helpful servers).Sine plain helpfulness is self-evident in many settings, the atual issue is moving from it toguarded helpfulness. That is, the atual issue is transforming user strategies that witness the plainhelpfulness of some lass of servers S to user strategies that support S-guarded helpfulness (ofthe same lass of servers). A simple ase when suh a transformation is possible (and, in fat, isstraightforward) is presented next.De�nition 4.8 (goals that allow trivial user-sensing): We say that a ompat goal G = (W; R)allows trivial user-sensing if, at eah round, the orresponding temporal deision funtion R0 evaluatesto either 0 or 1, and the world noti�es the user of the urrent R0-value; that is, for every W 2 Wand every � 2 
, it holds that the �rst bit of W (�)(w;u) equals R0(�).We note that ompat goals that allow ?-runs of a priori bounded length (as in Footnote 11) anbe onverted to (funtionally equivalent) ompat goals that allow no ?-values (w.r.t R0).23By letting U 0 output the �rst bit it reeives from the world (i.e., U 0(�) equals the �rst bit of�(w;u)), we obtain a user-sensing funtion that is strongly safe with respet to any pair (U; S) andis strongly viable with respet to any (U; S) that robustly ahieves the goal. Thus, we obtain:Proposition 4.9 (trivial sensing implies guarded helpfulness): Let G = (W; R) be a ompat goalthat allows trivial user-sensing, and U be a lass of users. If a server strategy S is U-helpful w.r.tG, then, for every lass of server strategies S, the strategy S is S-guarded U-helpful w.r.t G.By ombining Proposition 4.9 and Theorem 4.6, we obtainTheorem 4.10 (trivial sensing implies universality): Let G and U be as in Proposition 4.9, andsuppose that U is enumerable and that S is a lass of server strategies that are U-helpful w.r.tG. Then, there exists an S-universal user strategy (w.r.t G). Furthermore, for every S 2 S, theomplexity of the universal user strategy is upper-bounded by the omplexity of some �xed strategyin U .Proof: The sensing funtion U 0 that arises from De�nition 4.8 satis�es Condition 1 of Theorem 4.6(i.e., U 0 is �xed, B = 1, and the viability and safety onditions hold perfetly and in a very strongsense). Condition 2 of Theorem 4.6 holds by the extra hypothesis of the urrent theorem, whihnow follows by applying Theorem 4.6.22Indeed, (S-guarded) helpfulness here means (S-guarded) U-helpfulness for some (unspei�ed) lass of user strate-gies U .23That is, for R0 as in De�nition 3.9, we assume here the existene of a funtion B : N ! N suh that R(�) = 1only if for every t > 0 there exists t0 2 [t + 1; t + B(s(�1))℄ suh that R0(�t0) 6= ?. In suh a ase, the goal an bemodi�ed as follows. The states of the modi�ed world will onsist of pairs (�(w); i) suh that �(w) is the state of theoriginal world and i indiates the number of suessive ?-values (w.r.t R0) that preeded the urrent state. Thus, theindex i is inremented if R0(�(w)) = ? and is reset to 0 otherwise. The modi�ed temporal deision funtion evaluatesto 1 on input (�(w); i) if and only if either R0(�(w)) = 1 or i < B(s(�)).
25



A variant on allowing trivial user-sensing. One natural ase that essentially �ts De�ni-tion 4.8 is of a transparent world, whih intuitively orresponds to the ase that the user sees theentire state of the environment. Formally, a transparent world is de�ned as a world that ommu-niates its urrent state to the user (at the end of eah round). Thus, ability to ompute theorresponding temporal deision funtion R0 puts us in the situation of a goal that allows trivialuser-sensing. Consequently, analogously to Theorem 4.10, we onlude thatTheorem 4.11 (transparent world implies universality): Let G be a ompat goal with a trans-parent world. Suppose that U is an enumerable lass of user strategies and that S is a lass ofserver strategies that are U-helpful w.r.t G. Then, there exists an S-universal user strategy (w.r.tG). Furthermore, for every S 2 S, the omplexity of the universal user strategy is upper-boundedby the omplexity of some �xed strategy in U and the omplexity of the temporal deision funtionR0.Beyond trivial user-sensing. Going beyond goals that allow trivial user-sensing, we note thata viable and safe user-sensing funtion may arise from the interation between the user and theserver (and without any feedbak from the world). An instrutive example of suh a ase, whihan be traed to the �rst work of Juba and Sudan [9℄, is reformulated next using our terminology.Example 4.12 (solving omputational problems, revised): In ontinuation to Example 3.7, weonsider a multi-session goal that refers to a deision problem, D0. In eah session, the worldselets non-deterministially a string and sends it to the user, whih interats with the server forseveral rounds, while signaling to the world that the session is still in progress. At some point,the user terminates the session by sending an adequate indiation to the world, along with a bitthat is supposed to indiate whether the initial string is in D0, and the referee just heks whetheror not this bit value is orret. Indeed, a simple two-round interation with a server that deidesD0 yields a user-server pair that ahieves this goal, where the user strategy amounts to forwardingmessages between the world and the server. But what happens if a probabilisti polynomial-timeuser an interat with a server that deides D, where D is an arbitrary deision problem that isomputationally equivalent to D0? That is, we say that a server is a D-solver if it answers eahuser-message z with a bit indiating whether or not z 2 D, and we ask whether we an eÆientlysolve D0 when interating with a D-solver for an arbitrary D that is omputationally equivalent toD0.� Clearly, for every D 2 D, any D-solver is U-helpful, where D denotes the lass of deisionproblems that are omputationally equivalent to D0, and U denotes the lass of probabilistipolynomial-time user strategies (strategies that in eah session run for a total time thatis upper-bounded by a polynomial in the length of the initial message obtained from theworld).24 Spei�ally, suh a user may just employ the polynomial-time redution of D0 toD.� More interestingly, as shown impliitly in [9℄, if D0 has a program heker [4℄, then for everyD 2 D the D-solver is F-guarded U-helpful, where F is the lass of all strategies and U is asabove.Showing that any suh D-solver is F-guarded U-helpful amounts to onstruting an adequateuser strategy U along with a sensing funtion U 0 suh that U attempts to answer the initial24Indeed, our de�nition of U restrits both the omplexity of the user strategy as a funtion and the number ofrounds in whih the user may partiipate in any session.26



message obtained from the world by forwarding it to the server and veri�es the orretnessof the answer by running the program heker for D0. Spei�ally, U emulates a potentialprogram for D0 by using the hypothetial D-solver via the redution of D0 to D. Note thatthis U 0 is viable with respet to U and the D-solver, and safe with respet to U and the lassF .Reall that program hekers exist for PSPACE-omplete and EXP-omplete problems (f. [11,14℄ and [1℄, respetively).25By invoking Theorem 4.6, we obtain an S-universal user strategy, where S denote the lass of allD-solvers for D 2 D. Furthermore, for every S 2 S, when interating with S this universal strategyan be implemented in probabilisti polynomial-time.Example 4.12 provides a rather generi lass of goals that have S-universal user strategies, whereS is a lass of \adequate solvers" (and furthermore these universal strategies are eÆient). Thislass of multi-session goals refers to solving omputational problems that have program hekers,and universality holds with respet to the lass of servers that solve all omputationally equivalentproblems. We stress that the world strategies underlying these goals provides no feedbak tothe user, whih indeed stands in sharp ontrast to the goals that allow trivial user-sensing (ofDe�nition 4.8).We mention that the lass of \adequate solvers" S onsidered in Example 4.12 is atually astrit subset of the lass of all U-helpful servers, where U is as in Example 4.12. Juba and Sudan [9℄have atually established a stronger result, whih an be reformulated as referring to the lass of allservers that are helpful in a strong sense that refers to ahieving the goal with a bounded numberof errors. (Reall that a general helpful server may ause a �nite number of sessions to fail, whereasthe aforementioned solvers do allow ahieving the goal without making any errors.) For details, seeSetion 4.4.2.4.3 Universality without feedbakWhile Theorem 4.10 and Example 4.12 provide universal users based on user-sensing funtions thatrely on feedbak either from the world or from the server (respetively), we note that universalitymay exist in a meaningful way also without any feedbak. Below, we identify a lass of goals forwhih this is possible.Example 4.13 (multi-session \forgiving" ommuniation goals): For any funtion f : f0; 1g� !f0; 1g�, we onsider the multi-session goal in whih eah session onsists of the world sending amessage, denoted x, to the user and expeting to obtain from the server the message f(x). Thatis, the world starts eah session by seleting non-deterministially some string, x, and sending xto the user, and the session ends when the user noti�es the world so. The session is onsideredsuessful if during it, the world has obtained from the server the message f(x). (Indeed, this notionof suess is forgiving in the sense that it only requires that a spei� message arrived during thesession, and does not require that other messages did not arrive during the same session.) Theentire exeution is onsidered suessful if at most a �nite number of sessions are not suessful.Note that this goal is non-trivial (i.e., it annot be ahieved when using a server that does nothing),and yet it an be ahieved by some oordinated user-server pairs (e.g., a user that just forwards xto the server oupled with a server that applies f to the message it reeives and forwards the resultto the world).25See also [2℄. 27



Proposition 4.14 (a universal strategy for Example 4.13): Let G = (W; R) be a goal as in Exam-ple 4.13, and U an arbitrary enumerable lass of user strategies. Let S be a lass of server strategiessuh that for every S 2 S there exists U 2 U and an integer n suh that in any exeution of (U; S),starting at any state, all sessions, with possible exeption of the �rst n ones, sueed. Then, thereexists an S-universal user strategy for G.Note that the hypothesis regarding S is stronger than requiring that every server in S be U-helpful(whih only means that for some U 2 U the pair (U; S) robustly ahieves the goal).26Proof: For simpliity, we �rst assume that n = 0 (for all S 2 S). In this ase, the universalstrategy, denoted U , will emulate in eah session a growing number of possible user strategies, andwill notify the world that the session is ompleted only after ompleting all these emulations. Westress that in all these emulations we relay messages between the emulated user and the server,but we ommuniate with the world only at the beginning and end of eah session. Spei�ally, inthe ith session, U emulates the �rst i strategies in the enumeration, denoted U1; :::; Ui. For everyj = 1; :::; i, we start the emulation of Uj by feeding Uj with the initial message obtained from theworld in the urrent (i.e., ith) session (as if this is the �rst session). (Thus, in the ith real sessionwe only emulate the �rst session of eah of the Uj 's.) When emulating Uj, for j < i, we use Uj 'snoti�ation (to the world) that the session is over in order to swith to the emulation of the nextstrategy (i.e., Uj+1). When the emulation of Ui is ompleted (i.e., when Ui noti�es the world thatthe session is over), we notify the world that the session is over.Suppose that U interats with the server S 2 S, and let j denote the index of a user strategyUj suh that (Uj ; S) ahieves the goal (in the strong sense postulated in the hypothesis). Then,for every i � j, onsidering the time ti;j in the ith session in whih we start emulating Uj , we notethat the subsequent exeution with S yields the adequate server message to the world, regardlessof the state in whih S was at time ti;j. Thus, with a possible exeption of the �rst j � 1 sessions,the pair (U; S) will be suessful in all sessions, and hene (U; S) robustly ahieves the goal.We now turn to the general ase, where n may not be zero (and may depend on S 2 S). Inthis ase, we modify our emulation suh that in the ith real session we emulate eah of the userstrategies (i.e., U1; :::; Ui) for i sessions (from eah Uj 's point of view), where we use the messagewe reeived in the real ith session as the message sent to Uj in eah of the emulated sessions. Thatis, let xi denote the message that U reeives from the world at the beginning of the ith real session.Then, for j = 1; :::; i, the modi�ed strategy U emulates i sessions of the interation between Uj andthe server (but, as in the ase n = 0, does not notify the world of the end of the urrent sessionbefore all emulations are ompleted). Eah of these i emulated sessions (in whih Uj is used) startswith feeding Uj the message xi (as if this were the message sent by the world in the urrentlyemulated session).For the modi�ed strategy U and every S 2 S, with a possible exeption of the �rst max(j�1; n)sessions, the pair (U; S) will be suessful in all sessions, where j is as before and n is the boundguaranteed for S.Digest. Proposition 4.14 asserts that there exists universal user strategies for (non-trivial) goalsin whih no feedbak whatsoever is provided to the user. These goals, however, are very forgivingof failures; that is, they only require that during eah session some suess ours, and they do26This only means that for every S 2 S there exists U 2 U suh that, in any exeution of (U; S) starting at anystate, there exists an integer n suh that all sessions, with possible exeption of the �rst n ones, sueed. In thehypothesis of Proposition 4.14, the order of quanti�ation is reversed (from \for every exeution there exists an n"to \there exists an n that �ts all exeutions"). 28



not require that there are no failures during the same session. Hene, we have seen three types ofuniversal users. The �rst type exist for goals that allow trivial user-sensing (as in De�nition 4.8),the seond type rely on sensing through interation with the server (as in Example 4.12 (follow-ing [9℄)), and the third type exists for multi-session goals that allow failures in eah session (seeProposition 4.14).4.4 Universality, revisitedIn this setion we present two re�ned versions of Theorem 4.6. The �rst one is merely a quanti�edversion of the original, where the quanti�ation is on the number of errors, whih relies on thequality of the sensing funtions in use. The seond version introdues a more exible universaluser, whih uses a relaxed notion of viability in whih only the total number of negative indiations(rather than the length of the time interval in whih they our) is bounded.4.4.1 A quanti�ed version (bounding the number of errors)As stated in Setion 4.1, the universal user strategy asserted in Theorem 4.6 does not bene�t fromthe potential strong safety of user-sensing funtions. The intuitive bene�t in suh user-sensingfuntions is that they may allow the universal strategy to swith earlier from a bad user strategy,thus inurring less errors. Indeed, this alls for a more re�ned measure of ahieving goals, presentednext.De�nition 4.15 (ahieving goals (De�nition 3.13), re�ned): Let G = (W; R) be a ompat goaland R0 : 
! f0; 1;?g be as in Def. 3.9. For B : N! N, we say that a pair of user-server strategies,(U; S), ahieves the goal G with B errors if, for every W 2 W, a random exeution � = (�1; �2; :::)of the system (W;U; S) satis�es the following two onditions:1. The expeted ardinality of ft 2 N : R0(�t) = 0g is at most b def= B(s(�1)).2. The expeted ardinality of ft 2 N : (8t02 [t; t+ b℄) R0(�t0) = ?g is at most b.When B is understood from the ontext, we say that the exeution � ontains an error in round t ifeither R0(�t) = 0 or for every t02 [t; t+B(s(�1))℄ it holds that R0(�t0) = ?. If � ontains at mostB(s(�1)) errors, then we write RB(�) = 1.Note that De�nition 4.15 strengthens De�nition 3.13, whih (ombined with De�nition 3.9) onlyrequires onditions analogous to the above where B may depend on the exeution (�1; �2; :::).Intuitively, whereas De�nition 3.13 only requires that the number of errors in a random exeutionbe �nite, De�nition 4.15 requires a bound on the number of errors suh that this bound holdsuniformly over all exeutions (as a funtion of the size of the initial state). A similar modi�ationshould be applied to the de�nition of robustly ahieving a goal. Lastly, we re�ne the de�nitionof strong sensing funtions (i.e., De�nition 3.18), by replaing all referenes to R by referenes toRB (and speifying the relevant bound B in the terminology). (We also seize the opportunity andreplae the �xed error-probability bound of 1=3 by a general bound, denoted �.)De�nition 4.16 (strong sensing (De�nition 3.18), re�ned): Let G = (W; R), S, U , U 0 and B beas in Def. 3.18. For B : N ! N and � : N ! [0; 1=3℄, we say that U 0 is (B; �)-strongly safe withrespet to (U; S) (and G) if, for every W 2 W and every �1 2 
, the following onditions hold.29



1. If R0(�1) = 0, then, with probability at least 1 � �(s(�1)), either RB(�) = 1 or for somet � B(s(�1)) it holds that U 0(�t) = 0, where � = (�1; �2; :::; ) denotes a random exeution ofthe system (W;U; S).2. If for every i 2 [B(s(�1))℄ it holds that R0(�i) = ?, then, with probability at least 1��(s(�1)),either RB(�) = 1 or for some t 2 [i+ 1; i+B(s(�1))℄ it holds that U 0(�t) = 0.Analogously, U 0 is (B; �)-strongly viable with respet to (U; S) if, for everyW 2 W and every �1 2 
,with probability at least 1� �(s(�1)), for every t � B(s(�1)) it holds that U 0(�t) = 1. We say thatstrong viability (resp., safety) holds perfetly if � � 0 holds in the viability (resp., safety) ondition,and in suh a ase we say that U 0 is B-strongly viable (resp., B-strongly safe).Note that the existene of a B-strongly safe and viable sensing funtion w.r.t (U; S) (as in De�-nition 4.15) implies that (U; S) robustly ahieves the goal with 2B errors (as in De�nition 4.16).Intuitively, B errors result from the delay of the viability ondition, and another B from the safetyondition (i.e., the allowane to fail sensing if RB = 1). If the sensing funtion is only (B; 1=3)-strongly safe and viable, then (U; S) robustly ahieves the goal with O(B) errors.We omment that the foregoing de�nitions are simpli�ed version of more appropriate de�nitionsthat we only sketh here. For starters, note that the bounding funtion B is used in De�nition 4.15in three di�erent roles, whih may be seperated: (1) bounding the expeted number of errors ofType 1 (in Item 1), (2) bounding the expeted number of errors of Type 2 (in Item 2), and (3) de-termining the length of ?-runs that is onsidered an error of Type 3. Thus, RB should be repaledby RB1;B2;B3 , where B1; B2; B3 are the three seperated bounding funtions. In De�nition 4.16, thebounding funtion B is used in six di�erent roles: three roles are expliit in the two items analo-gously to the roles in De�nition 4.15 and three impliit in the use of RB (whih should be replaedby RB1;B2;B3). Seperating all these bounding funtions is oneptually right, sine the variousquantaties are fundamentally di�erent. Still we refrained from doing so for sake of simpliity.27With the foregoing de�nitions in plae, we are ready to present a re�ned version of Theorem 4.6.The universal strategy postulated next ahieves the goal with a bounded number of errors, wherethe bound depends on the bounds provided for the strong user-sensing funtions.Theorem 4.17 (universal strategies (Theorem 4.6), revisited): Let G = (W; R) be a ompat goal,U be an enumerable set of user strategies, S be a set of server strategies, and � : N! [0; 1=3℄ suhthat the following two onditions hold:1. For every S 2 S there exists a user strategy U 2 U , a user sensing funtion U 0 and a boundingfuntion B suh that U 0 is (B; �)-strongly viable with respet to (U; S) and (B; �)-strongly safewith respet to U and the server lass S (i.e., for every eS 2 S it holds that U 0 is (B; �)-stronglysafe with respet to (U; eS) (and G)). Furthermore, the mapping U 7! (U 0; B) is omputable.Let B denote the set of bounds that appear in the image of this mapping; that is, B = fBi :i 2 Ng, where Bi is the bound assoiated with the ith user strategy in U .2. One of the following two onditions hold.(a) The (strong) viability ondition holds perfetly (i.e., � � 0).(b) For every i, it holds that Bi+1 < Bi=2�.27Likewise, it is oneptually orret to replae RB (and atually also R) in De�nition 4.16 (resp., De�nition 3.18)by a more strit ondition that requires no errors at all after time B. Again, this was avoided only for sake ofsimpliity. 30



Then, there exists an S-universal user strategy U suh that for every S 2 S there exists B 2 B suhthat (U; S) robustly ahieves the goal G with O(B) errors, where the onstant in the O-notationdepends on S. Furthermore, if the (strong) viability ondition holds perfetly and the omplexity ofthe enumeration is negligible (when ompared to the omplexity of the strategies in U), then, forevery S 2 S, the omplexity of U is upper-bounded by the omplexity of some �xed strategy in U .Proof: Following the proof of Theorem 4.6, we �rst onsider the ase in whih both the (strong)viability and safety onditions hold perfetly; that is, � � 0 in (both the viability and safetyonditions of) De�nition 4.16. Reall that the universal user strategy U enumerates all Ui 2 U , andonsider the orresponding pairs (U 0i ; Bi), where U 0i is Bi-strongly safe (w.r.t Ui and S). Spei�ally,suppose that U starts emulating Ui at round ti, and denote the system's state at this round by�ti . Then, for the �rst bi  Bi(s(�ti)) rounds, strategy U just emulates Ui, and in any later roundt > ti + bi strategy U swithes to Ui+1 if and only if U 0i(�t) = 0.Note that Claims 4.6.1 and 4.6.2 remain valid, sine we maintained the onstrution of U .However, we seek a stronger version of Claim 4.6.2. Let us �rst restate Claim 4.6.1.Claim 4.17.1 Suppose that U 0i is Bi-strongly viable and safe with respet to (Ui; S), and onsidera random exeution of (W;U; S). Then, if this exeution ever emulates Ui, then it never swithesto Ui+1. Furthermore, in this ase, for ti and bi as above, it holds that the number of errors (w.r.tthe bound bi) ouring after round ti is at most 2bi.The furthermore part follows by observing that Bi-strong viability implies that for every t � ti+ biit holds that U 0i(�t) = 1, whereas the Bi-strong safety implies that the number of errors (w.r.t thebound bi) ouring after round ti + bi is at most bi (beause otherwise RBi evaluates to 0, and soU 0i(�t) = 0 must holds for some t > t0 > ti+ bi, where t0 is some time in whih suh a fault ours).Claim 4.17.2 Let i � 1 and suppose that (U; S) does not robustly ahieves the goal with 4Pj2[i℄Bjerrors. Consider a random exeution of (W;U; S), and, for j 2 fi; i + 1g, let tj denote the roundin whih U started emulating Uj. Then, realling that eah U 0j is Bj-strongly safe (w.r.t (Uj ; S),the expeted number of errors (w.r.t the bound Bi) that our between round ti and round ti+1 isat most 4bi where bi def= Bi(s(�1)). In partiular,1. The expeted ardinality of ft 2 [ti; ti+1℄ : R0(�t) = 0g is at most 4bi.2. The expeted ardinality of ft 2 [ti; ti+1℄ : (8t02 [t; t+ bi℄) R0(�t0) = ?g is at most 4bi.Combining the foregoing two laims with the hypothesis that for every S 2 S there exists auser strategy Ui 2 U and a user-sensing funtion U 0i suh that U 0i is Bi-strongly viable and safewith respet to (Ui; S), it follows that (Ui; S) robustly ahieves the goal with B errors, whereB(s) = 2Bi(s) + 4Pj2[i�1℄Bj(s). Note that indeed B(s) = O(Bj(s)) for some j � i, where theonstant in the O-notation depends on i (and hene on S).Proof: We proeed by indution on i (using a vauous base ase of i = 0). Let �1 be a global statesuh that the expeted number of errors produed by a random exeution of the system startingat �1 exeeds b = 4Pj2[i℄Bj(s(�1)) (i.e., either jft 2 N : R0(�t) = 0gj > b or jft 2 N : (8t0 2[t; t+b℄) R0(�t0) = ?gj > b). By the indution hypothesis, the expeted number of errors that ourbefore round ti is at most 4Pj2[i�1℄Bj(s(�1)), and some errors (w.r.t the bound bi) our afterround ti+bi, where bi = Bi(s(�1)). That is, there exists t > ti+bi suh that either R0(�t) = 0 or forevery t0 2 [t; t+ bi℄ it holds that R0(�t0) = ?. In the �rst ase the �rst (Bi-strong) safety ondition31



(w.r.t S 2 S) implies that for some t00 2 [t; t+ bi℄ it holds that U 0i(�t00) = 0, whereas in the seondase the seond (Bi-strong) safety ondition implies that for some t00 2 [t0+1; t0+bi℄ � [t+1; t+2bi℄it holds that U 0i(�t00) = 0. In both ases, the fat that U 0i(�t00) = 0 (for t00 > ti + bi) auses U toswith to emulating Ui+1 at round t00 + 1 (if not before). Hene, if t > ti + bi is set to the �rstround that ontains an error (following round ti + bi), then the number of errors (w.r.t the boundbi) during the emulation of Ui is at most bi + (t00 � t) � 3bi. The laim follows. 2The foregoing analysis applies also in ase the (strong) safety ondition holds only with probabil-ity 1� �, where � = �(s(�1)), beause there are many opportunities to swith from Ui, and eah oneis taken with probability at least 1� �. More preisely, exept for the �rst bi+4Pj2[i�1℄Bj(s(�1))errors, eah error yields an opportunity to swith from Ui soon, and eah suh opportunity is a-ounted for by at most 2bi errors. Thus, in addition to the 3bi errors that our when we haveperfetly strong safety, we may inur j � 2bi additional errors with probability at most �j , whihgives an expeted number of additional errors that is upper-bounded byPj2N �j �2bij < 2bi. Hene,Claim 4.17.2 holds also in the general ase, when replaing 4Pj2[i℄Bj by 6Pj2[i℄Bj .In ontrast, in order to ope with imperfet (strong) viability (i.e., a strong viability onditionthat holds with probability 1��), we need to modify our strategy U . We use the same modi�ation(i.e., \repeated enumeration") as at the end of the proof of Theorem 4.6. Sine eah additionalrepetition ours with probability at most �, the expeted number of failures will remain bounded.Spei�ally, if Ui is repeated r � 1 additional times, then the expeted number of errors is at mostPj2[i+r℄ 6Bj , and so the expeted number of errors is bounded by Pr�0 �r �Pj2[i+r℄ 6Bj . Usingthe hypothesis Bj+1 < (2�)�1 � Bj, whih implies Bi+r < (2�)�r � Bi, we upper-bound this sum by12Pj2[i℄Bj, and the main laim follows.Regarding the furthermore laim, we note that the omplexity of U is upper bounded by themaximum omplexity of the strategies U1; :::; Ui, where i is an index suh that (Ui; S) robustlyahieves the goal. Indeed, by an extra hypothesis, the omplexity of the enumeration is dominatedby the omplexity of the emulation.Theorem 4.17 versus Theorem 4.6. Indeed, Theorem 4.17 utilizes strongly safe user-sensingfuntions, whereas Theorem 4.6 only utilizes weakly safe user-sensing funtions, but the onlusionof Theorem 4.17 is muh more appealing: Theorem 4.17 provides an absolute (in terms of statesize) upper bound on the number of errors inurred by the universal strategy, whereas Theorem 4.6only asserts that eah in�nite exeution of the universal strategy inurs �nitely many errors. Westress that a user strategy that inurs (signi�antly) less errors should be preferred to one thatinurs more errors. This is demonstrated next.Example 4.18 (goals with delayed feedbak): Consider a goals G and lasses of users and serversas in Theorem 4.17, and suppose that B is a lass of moderately growing funtions (e.g., onstantfuntions or polynomials). Suppose that, for some huge funtion � : N ! N (e.g., an exponentialfuntion), for every exeution � and every t 2 N, the user an obtain R0(�t) at round t+�(s(�t)).This implies a very simple universal strategy via a simple adaptation of the priniples underlying theproof of Theorem 4.10, but this strategy inurs �(�) errors. In ontrast, reall that the universalstrategy provided by Theorem 4.17 inurs O(B) errors, for some B 2 B.Re�ned helpfulness. The re�ned (or rather quanti�ed) notion of ahieving a goal suggests anatural re�nement of the notion of helpful servers. This re�nement is atually a restrition of thelass of helpful servers, obtained by upper-bounding the number of errors aused by the server(when helping an adequate user). That is, for any bounding funtion B : N! N, we may onsider32



servers S that are not only U-helpful but an rather be oupled with some U 2 U suh that (U; S)robustly ahieves the goal with B errors. We say that suh servers are U-helpful with B errors.4.4.2 Using relaxed viabilityThe latter notion of helpfulness with an expliitly bounded number of errors is not ompatible withour urrent notion of bounded viability (f. De�nition 4.16). The point is that B-strong viabilityallows failure indiations to our only till time B, whereas helpfulness with B errors refers tothe total number of errors. Wishing to utilize suh helpful servers, we relax the notion of strongviability aordingly.De�nition 4.19 (a relaxed notion of strong viability): Let G = (W; R), S, U , U 0 and B be as inDef. 3.18. For B : N! N and � : N! [0; 1=3℄, we say that U 0 is (B; �)-viable with respet to (U; S)(and G) if, for every W 2 W and every �1 2 
, with probability at least 1� �(s(�1)), the expetedardinality of ft 2 N : U 0(�t) = 0g is at most B(s(�1)). If � � 0, the we say that U 0 is B-viable.Theorem 4.20 (Theorem 4.17, revisited): Let G = (W; R), U , S, � and B be as in Theorem 4.17,exept that eah sensing funtion U 0i is (Bi; �)-viable (as per De�nition 4.19) rather than (Bi; �)-strongly viable (as per the viability ondition in De�nition 4.16). Then, there exists an S-universaluser strategy U suh that for every S 2 S there exists B 2 B suh that (U; S) robustly ahieves thegoal G with O(B2) errors, where the onstant in the O-notation depends on S. Furthermore, if B-viability holds (i.e., the sensing funtion U 0i is (Bi; 0)-viable) and the omplexity of the enumeratingU is negligible (when ompared to the omplexity of the strategies in U), then, for every S 2 S,the omplexity of U is upper-bounded by the omplexity of some �xed strategy in U .Proof Sketh: Following the proof of Theorem 4.17, we �rst onsider the ase in whih boththe viability and safety onditions hold perfetly (i.e.,, � � 0 both in the viability ondition ofDe�nition 4.19 and in the safety ondition of De�nition 4.16). We modify the universal userstrategy U used in the proofs of Theorems 4.6 and 4.17 suh that it swithes to the next strategyafter seeing suÆiently many failure indiations (rather than when seeing a failure indiation aftersuÆiently muh time). Spei�ally, suppose that U starts emulating Ui at round ti, and denotethe system's state at this round by �ti . Then, strategy U emulates Ui till it enounters more thanbi  Bi(s(�ti)) rounds t > ti suh that U 0i(�t) = 0 holds, and swithes to Ui+1 one it enountersthe bi + 1st suh round.We shall show that Claims 4.17.1 and 4.17.2 remain essentially valid, subjet to some quanti-tative modi�ations. Spei�ally, Claim 4.17.1 is modi�ed as follows.Claim 4.20.1 Suppose that U 0i is Bi-viable and Bi-strongly safe with respet to (Ui; S), and on-sider a random exeution of (W;U; S). Then, if this exeution ever emulates Ui, then it neverswithes to Ui+1. Furthermore, in this ase, for ti and bi as above, it holds that the number oferrors (w.r.t the bound bi) ouring after round ti is at most bi + b2i .The furthermore part follows by observing that Bi-viability implies that jft > ti : U 0(�t) = 0gj � bi,whereas the Bi-strong safety implies that if more than bi errors our after round t0 > ti, thenU 0i(�t00) = 0 must holds for some t00 2 [t0; t0 + bi℄ (sine in this ase RBi evaluates to 0). Thus, iferrors appear at rounds t01; :::; t0m > ti suh that t01 < t02 < � � � < t0m, then failure indiations mustour in rounds t001 ; t002; :::; t00m�bi > ti suh that t00j 2 [t0j ; t0j + bi℄ (for every j 2 [m � bi℄). Sine atmost bi of these intervals may have a non-empty intersetion, it follows that (m�bi)=bi � bi. Thus,Claim 4.20.1 follows. As for Claim 4.17.1, it is modi�ed as follows.33



Claim 4.20.2 Let i � 1 and suppose that (U; S) does not robustly ahieve the goal with 3Pj2[i℄B2jerrors. Consider a random exeution of (W;U; S), and, for j 2 fi; i + 1g, let tj denote the roundin whih U started emulating Uj. Then, realling that eah U 0j is Bj-strongly safe (w.r.t (Uj ; S),the expeted number of errors (w.r.t the bound Bi) that our between round ti and round ti+1 isat most 3B2i (s(�1)).Combining Claims 4.20.1 and 4.20.2 with the hypothesis that for every S 2 S there exists a userstrategy Ui 2 U and a user-sensing funtion U 0i suh that U 0i is Bi-viable and Bi-strongly safewith respet to (Ui; S), it follows that (Ui; S) robustly ahieves the goal with B errors, whereB(s) = 2B2i (s) + 3Pj2[i�1℄B2j (s). Note that indeed B(s) = O(B2j (s)) for some j � i, where theonstant in the O-notation depends on i (and hene on S).Proof sketh: Following the proof of Claim 4.17.2, we proeed by indution on i. Let �1 be a globalstate suh that the expeted number of errors produed by a random exeution of the systemstarting at �1 exeeds 3Pj2[i℄B2j (s(�1)). By the indution hypothesis, the expeted number oferrors that our before round ti is at most 3Pj2[i�1℄B2j (s(�1)), and so at least 3b2i errors ourafter round ti, where bi = Bi(s(�1)). The �rst (bi + 1)bi errors must (by Bi-strong safety) ausemore than bi failure indiations (i.e., rounds t > ti suh that U 0(�t) = 0), whih auses U to swithto emulating Ui+1 as soon as bi+1 suh indiations are enountered, whih ours at most anotherbi rounds after the last deteted error (again by Bi-strong safety). Hene, the number of errors(w.r.t the bound bi) during the emulation of Ui is at most 3b2i , and the laim follows. 2As in the proof of Theorem 4.17, we need to extend the analysis to the general ase in whih� � 1=3 (rather than � = 0). The extension is analogous to the original one, where here eahrepetition auses an overhead of O(B2) (rather than O(B)) errors.Example 4.21 (solving omputational problems, revised again): We onsider the same goal asin Example 4.12, but here we onsider the possibility of ahieving this goal when interating withan arbitrary server that is U-helpful with a polynomially bounded number of errors (rather thaninterating with an arbitrary D-solver). Reall that we onsider the multi-session goal of solvinginstanes (seleted non-deterministially by the world) of a deision problem, D0, and U denotesthe lass of probabilisti polynomial-time user strategies. This is a multi-session version of thegoal studied by Juba and Sudan [9℄, and their solution an be niely ast in the urrent framework.Spei�ally:� As shown impliitly in [9℄, if both D0 and its omplement have interative proof systems(f. [7℄) in whih the designated prover strategy an be implemented by a probabilisti polynomial-time orale mahine with aess to D0 itself, then, for some polynomial B, there exists a sens-ing funtion that is B-viable and (B; 1=3)-strongly safe with respet to the lass of U-helpfulwith B errors servers.The proof of the foregoing laim amounts to the user invoking the interative proof system,while playing the role of the veri�er and using the helpful server in order to implement thedesignated prover strategy. For details, see [9℄.Reall that adequate interative proof systems exists for PSPACE-omplete and some problemsin SZK that are believed not to be in P (f. [11, 14℄ and [6℄, respetively).2828Reall that we need interative proof systems in whih the designated prover strategy is relatively eÆient inthe sense that it an be implemented by a probabilisti polynomial-time orale mahine with aess to the problemitself. Suh interative proof systems are known, e.g., for Graph Isomorphism problem [6℄, but it seems unlikely thatall problems in IP (or even NP) have suh proof systems [3℄.34



� By invoking Theorem 4.20 we obtain an S-universal user strategy, where S denote the lassof all U-helpful servers. Furthermore, for every S 2 S, when interating with S this universalstrategy an be implemented in probabilisti polynomial-time.Analogous reasoning an be applied to other lasses of user strategies; for example log-spae imple-mentable strategies. Details will appear in a future version.4.5 On the limitations of universal users and related issuesIn this setion we justify some of the limitations of the positive results presented in prior setions.Spei�ally, we address the overhead in Theorem 4.17 and the fat that the strong sensing funtionsof Example 4.12 are also safe with respet to non-helpful servers.4.5.1 On the overhead in Theorem 4.17Reall that the number of errors inurred by the universal user asserted in Theorem 4.17 (as well asin Theorem 4.6) is at least linear in the index of the server that it happens to use (with respet toa �xed ordering of all servers in the lass). Thus, the number of errors is exponential in the lengthof the desription of this server (i.e., the length of its index). We shall show that this overhead(w.r.t a user tailored for this server) is inherent whenever the universal user has to ahieve anynon-trivial goal with respet to a suÆiently rih lass of servers.Loosely speaking, a goal is nontrivial if it annot be ahieved without the help of some server.Sine our basi framework always inludes a server, we model the absene of a \real" server byreferring to the notion of a trivial server (i.e., a server that sends empty messages in eah round).De�nition 4.22 (nontrivial goals): Let T denote a server, alled trivial, that sends empty messagesin eah round. We say that a ompat goal G = (W; R) is nontrivial w.r.t. a lass of users U if forevery user U 2 U there is a W 2 W suh that the temporal deision funtion R0 never outputs 1 inthe exeution (W;U; T ).Note that the notion of nontrivial is more restrited than the requirement that (U; T ) does notahieve the goal. Nevertheless, the stronger requirement, whih asserts that the temporal deisionfuntion R0 never rules that the exeution is tentatively suessful, is very natural.As for the lass of \suÆiently rih" lass of servers, we onsider here one suh possible lass(or rather a type of lasses). Spei�ally, we onsider servers that beome helpful (atually stopsending empty messages) only as soon as they reeive a message from the user that �ts theirpassword. Suh \password proteted" servers are quite natural in a variety of settings. Atually,for sake of robustness (both intuitive and tehnial)29 we postulate that the password be hek atevery round (rather than only in the �rst round). That is, in eah round, the server will hek thatthe message reeived is prepended with a string that mathes its password.De�nition 4.23 (password-proteted servers and password losure): For every server strategy Sand string x 2 f0; 1g�, the password-proteted version of S with password x (x-proteted version ofS), denoted Sx, is the server strategy that upon reeiving a message of the form xy, updates its29In order for user strategies to robustly ahieve goals with password-proteted servers, the user must be readyto provide the password when started from any arbitrarily hosen state (as required by De�nition 3.14). The moststraightforward and natural way to ensure this is for the user to send the password on every message to the server.Thus, a natural type of password-proteted servers that permits users to robustly ahieve their goals onsists ofservers that expet all messages to be prepended by their password.35



state and sends messages as S would upon reeiving y. Otherwise, Sx sends the empty messages toall parties, like the trivial server would, and does not update the state.Roughly speaking, the reason password-proteted servers demonstrate the need for substantialoverhead is that, when the user does not know the password, the user has no hoie but to try allpossible passwords, whih implies a lower bound on the number of errors. For this demonstration(of overhead) to be meaningful, we should show that password-proteted versions of helpful serversare essentially as helpful as their unproteted ounterparts. Indeed, for starters, we establish thelatter laim, where this holds with respet to lasses of user strategies that are losed under asimple transformation (i.e., prepending of adequate passwords).Proposition 4.24 (password-proteted versions of helpful servers are helpful): Let U be a lassof user strategies suh that, for any U 2 U and any string x 2 f0; 1g�, there there exists a strategyUx 2 U that ats as U exept that it appends x to the beginning of eah message that it sends to theserver. Then, for every U-helpful server S and every password x 2 f0; 1g�, the x-proteted versionof S, denoted Sx, is U-helpful. Furthermore, if (U; S) (robustly) ahieves the goal, then (Ux; Sx)(robustly) ahieves the goal with the same number of errors as (U; S).Proof: Then, sine S is U-helpful, there exists U 2 U suh that (U; S) robustly ahieves the goal.Sine (Ux; Sx) send the same messages to the world as (U; S), it holds that (Ux; Sx) also robustlyahieves the goal and inurs preisely the same number of errors as (U; S). Sine Ux 2 U , it followsthat Sx is U-helpful.Having established the helpfulness of password-proteted versions (of helpful servers), we provea lower bound on the number of errors inurred when ahieving (nontrivial) goals by interatingwith suh servers.Theorem 4.25 (on the overhead of ahieving nontrivial goals with password-proteted servers):Let G = (W; R) be a nontrivial ompat goal and S be helpful with respet to G. Then, for everyuser U and integer `, there exists an `-bit string x suh that (U; Sx) does not ahieve G in less than2(`�3)=2 errors, where Sx denotes the x-proteted version of S.Note that the fat that the lower bound has the form 
(2`=2) (rather than 
(2`)) is due to thede�nition of errors (f. De�nition 4.15).30Proof: Let any user strategy U be given and let T be a trivial server. Sine G is nontrivial,there exists W 2 W suh that the temporal deision funtion R0 never evaluates to 1 in a randomexeution of (W;U; T ). For starters, we assume (for simpliity) that in suh random exeutions R0always evaluates to 0. Consider, a random exeution of (W;U; Sx), when x is uniformly seletedin f0; 1g`, Then, with probability at least 1 � m � 2�`, the user U did not prepend the string xto any of the messages it sent in the �rst m rounds. In this ase, the m-round exeution pre�xof (W;U; Sx) is distributed identially to the m-round exeution pre�x of (W;U; T ), whih meansthat it generates m errors. Using m = 2`�1 it follows that, for a uniformly seleted x 2 f0; 1g`, theexpeted number of errors in a random exeution of (W;U; Sx) is at least 2`�2. Hene, there existsa string x 2 f0; 1g` suh that (U; Sx) does not ahieve G in less than 2`�2 errors.30Indeed, also the trivial server that prevents R0 from ever evaluating to 1 may be viewed by De�nition 4.15 asmaking only p2` errors (for some adequate R0). In partiular, we may onsider the following behavior of R0 for thease that the server never sends a message to the world. For every i = 1; 2; :::; and j 2 [22i�2; 22i℄, in round j thevalue of R0 equals 0 if j is a multiple of 2i and equals ? otherwise. Then, for every even `, the �rst 2` rounds ontainno 2`=2-long run of ?, whereas the total number of zeros in these rounds isP`=2i=1 2i = O(2`=2).36



In the general ase (i.e., when onsidering ?-values for R0), we may infer that there exists astring x 2 f0; 1g` suh that, with probability at least 1 �m � 2�`, the temporal deision funtionR0 does not evaluate to 1 in the �rst m rounds of a random exeution of (W;U; Sx). In this ase,this exeution pre�x ontains at least pm errors (see the two items of De�nition 4.15), and thetheorem follows (by setting m = 2`�1).Disussion. Combining Theorem 4.25 and Proposition 4.24, we demonstrate the neessity of theerror overhead inurred by the universal strategy of Theorem 4.17. Spei�ally, the latter strategymust work for server and user lasses that are derived via Proposition 4.24. Now, Theorem 4.25asserts that this lass of 2` servers ontains a server that auses an overhead that is exponential in`, whih in turn is losely related to the length of the desription of most servers in this lass.4.5.2 On the requirements of strong sensing funtionsReall that the existene of a S-universal strategy implies the existene of a sensing funtion thatis safe with respet to S (see Proposition 4.5). However, this sensing funtion is trivial (i.e., itis identially 1), and its safety with respet to S just follows from the fat that the S-universalstrategy ahieves the goal when oupled with any server in S. Clearly, this safety property mayno longer hold with respet to servers outside S, and spei�ally with respet to servers that arenot helpful at all. We believe that sensing funtions that are safe also with respet to a widerlass of servers are desirable. Also, it is desirable to have sensing funtions that are strongly safe,beause suh funtions o�er bounds on the number of errors made by the universal strategy (seeTheorem 4.17).Turning to the ases in whih we designed nontrivial strong sensing funtions { i.e., those inExample 4.12 { we observe that these sensing funtions were atually safe with respet to anyserver. We show now that this is no oinidene: It turns out that a strong sensing funtion withrespet to a suÆiently rih lass of helpful servers is atually safe with respet to any server. Inother words, if U 0 is safe with respet to S, whih may ontain only U-helpful servers, then U 0 issafe with respet to any server (inluding servers that are not helpful to any user).As we observed in our disussion of password-proteted servers, an individual password-protetedserver poses no partiular hallenge to the right user strategy. The \hallenge" of password-protetion only arises when the user is faed with an entire lass of servers, whih use di�erentpossible passwords; the user is then fored to searh through all possible strings until it hits uponthe right one. The phenomenon that fores strong sensing funtions to guard against all servers(inluding totally unhelpful ones) is similar. Considering a lass of helpful servers that are eahhelpful when they ommuniate with users that send suÆiently long messages and may behavearbitrarily otherwise, we show that (strong) safety with respet to this lass implies (strong) safetywith respet to all servers. Spei�ally, for eah user strategy U , we will onsider the lass pad(U)of all user strategies that prepend messages of U by a suÆiently long pre�x, and show that (strong)safety with respet to the lass of all pad(U)-helpful servers implies (strong) safety with respet toall servers.Theorem 4.26 (strong safety w.r.t helpful servers implies same w.r.t all server): Let G = (W; R)be a ompat goal, whih is ahievable by the pair (U; S). Let padi(U) denote a user strategy thatprepends 0i to eah message sent by U , and suppose that U 0 is (B; �)-strongly safe with respet toU and eah fpadi(U) : i 2 Ng-helpful server (and G). Then, U 0 is (B; 2�)-strongly safe with respetto the user U and every server (and G). 37



Proof: Suppose, towards the ontrary, that there exists an arbitrary server S suh that U 0 is not(B; 2�)-strongly safe with respet to (U; S) and G. The strong safety property implies that thesensing failure of U 0 is witnessed by �nite pre�xes of the relevant exeutions. Spei�ally, for someW 2 W and some initial state �1, with probability greater than 2�, a random exeution of (W;U; S)starting at �1 ontains a �nite pre�x that witnesses the sensing failure. Reall that there are twoases depending on whether R0(�1) = 0 or R0(�1) = ?.Starting with the �rst ase, we note that with probability greater than 2�(s(�1)), the randomexeution � is suh that U 0(�i) = 1 for all i � B(s(�1)) and RB(�) = 0. Note that the �rst eventdepends only on the B-long pre�x of �, denoted �[1;B℄. Thus, with probability at least 2�, this pre�xis suh that (1) U 0 is identially 1 on all its states, and (2) with positive probability this pre�x isextended to a random exeution that is unsuessful (per RB). Fixing any suh pre�x, we note thatevent (2) is also witnessed by a �nite pre�x; that is, with positive probability, a random extensionof this pre�x ontains a (longer) pre�x that witnesses the violation of RB. Using the fat that thelatter event refers to a ountable union of �xed pre�x events, we onlude that there exists ` 2 Nsuh that with positive probability the said violation is seen in the `-step pre�x. Furthermore,by viewing the probability of the former event as a limit of the latter events, we an make theprobability bound retain 90% of its original value. The same proess an be applied aross thevarious B-long pre�xes, and so we onlude that there exists an ` 2 N suh that, with probabilityat least 1:5�, a violation is due to the `-long pre�x of a random exeution. Similar onsiderationsapply also to the seond aforementioned ase (where R0(�1) = ?).Next, we note that we an upper bound the length of the messages that are sent by U in the�rst ` steps of most of these random exeutions. That is, there exists an i 2 N suh that, withprobability at least �, the sensing funtion U 0 fails in a random `-step exeution pre�x during whihU sends messages of length at most i. At this point we are ready to de�ne a helpful server thatalso fails this sensing funtion.Firstly, we onsider the strategy eu = padi+1(U), and de�ne a strategy es = upadi+1(S), whereupadj(S) denote a server strategy that omits the �rst j bits of eah inoming message (from theuser) and feeds the result to S. Clearly, (eu; es) ahieves the goal G, and so es is pad(U)-helpful. Onthe other hand, by the foregoing argument, it is the ase that U 0 fails with probability at least � ina random exeution of (W;U; es). Thus, U 0 is not (B; �)-strongly safe with respet to U and es (andG), whih ontradits our hypothesis regarding safety with respet to all helpful servers (or ratherall fpadj(U) : j 2 Ng-helpful servers). The theorem follows.Referenes[1℄ L. Babai, L. Fortnow, and C. Lund. Non-Deterministi Exponential Time has Two-ProverInterative Protools. Computational Complexity, Vol. 1, No. 1, pages 3{40, 1991.[2℄ L. Babai, L. Fortnow, N. Nisan and A. Wigderson. BPP has Subexponential Time Simula-tions unless EXPTIME has Publishable Proofs. Complexity Theory, Vol. 3, pages 307{318,1993.[3℄ M. Bellare and S. Goldwasser. The Complexity of Deision Versus Searh. SICOMP,Vol. 23, No. 1, pages 91{119, 1994.[4℄ M. Blum and S. Kannan. Designing Programs that Chek their Work. In 21st STOC,pages 86{97, 1989. 38
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Appendix: On the measurability of various sets of exeutionsIn general (i.e., for a general refree that is not ompat), the set of suessful exeutions may not bemeasurable (with respet to the natural probability measure that assigns eah pre�x of a randomexeution a measure that orresponds to the probability that they our). This follows from thefat that an arbitrary referee gives rise to an arbitrary subset of the set of all exeutions, whereasthe set of exeutions is isomoprphi to the set of real numbers. The ompatness ondition imposesa struture on the set of suessful exeutions, and thus guarantees that this set is measurable(with respet to the natural probability measure).Reall that a probability measure is de�ned with respet to a sigma-algebra that ontains thesets of interest , whih in our ase is the set of suessful exeutions (as well as other related sets).A sigma-algebra is a pair (X;�), where X is a set and � � 2X , suh that � 6= ; is losed underomplementation and ountable unions (i.e., S 2 � implies X n S 2 � and S1; S2; ::: 2 � implies[i2NSi 2 �). The natural probability measure arises from a sigma-algebra that orresponds to allexeution pre�xes.De�nition A.1 (the natural probability measure of exeutions): For a system (W;U; S), we on-sider the sigma-algebra (X;�) suh that X is the set of all possible exeutions of the system (W;U; S)and � equals the losure of the family of sets fE(i;�) : i 2 N; � 2 
g under omplementation andountable union, where E(i;�) denotes the set of exeutions � = (�1; �2:::) suh that �i = �. Thenatural probability measure of exeutions, denoted �, is obtained by assigning eah pre�x of a randomexeution a measure that orresponds to the probability that it ours.Note that the mapping � is indeed a measure for the foregoing sigma-algebra �, beause it is(1) non-negative, (2) assigns zero to the empty set, and (3) satis�es sigma-additivity (i.e., for anyountable olletion of pairwise disjoint sets S1; S2; ::: 2 � it holds that �([i2NSi) =Pi2N �(Si)).As we shall see, for ompat referees, the set of suessful exeutions an be expressed as a ountableunion of sets in �.Proposition A.2 For any ompat referee R, the set of suessful exeutions is measurable withrespet to the natural probability measure of exeutions.Proof: Let R0 be the temporal deision funtion assoiated with R (by the ompatness hypothe-sis), and assume for simpliity that R0 never assumes the value ?. In this ase, the set of suessfulexeutions is a ountable union of the sets St, where St is the set of exeutions in whih no failuresour after time t (i.e., � 2 St if for every i > t it holds that R0(�i) = 1). On the other hand, St isa ountable intersetion of the sets E(i;�) suh that R0(�) = 1 (and i 2 N).To handle the ase that R0 may assume the value?, we show that the set of exeutions ontainingno in�nite runs of ? is measurable. The latter set is a ountable union of the sets S0t, where Stis the set of exeutions of exeutions having ?-runs of length at most t. On the other hand, theomplement of eah suh set is a ountable intersetion of the sets \tj=0E(i+j;�) suh that R0(�) = ?(and i 2 N).
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